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OAH Past President 
John Hope Franklin 

William H. Chafe 

John Hope Franklin passed away on March 25, 2009 after a long battle with con
gestive heart failure. He was ninety-four years old. 

John Hope, as he preferred to be called, was a beloved figure in the academy, 
as well as in the nation at large. A mentor and friend to generations of colleagues, 
he was above all a person who exemplified what it means to marry scholarship to 
a passion for justice. 

John Hope lived through the tragedy of racial oppression that ruled America 
for most of the twentieth century. He witnessed his father's law office being burned 
down during the infamous Tulsa race riot of 1921. With his mother, he was forced 
as a child to move from a clean railroad car in the white section of the train to a 
dirty, smoke-filled car in the Jim Crow section. When he volunteered to serve his 
country in World War II as a soldier who could take shorthand, type, and use all 
the skills of his graduate training, he was told that the only position his country 
had for him was as a servant. "You're the wrong color," the recruitment officer said. 
Nothing disturbed him more than what happened to his brother, Buck, a school 
headmaster who was assigned menial kitchen duties when he joined the army in 
World War II. He came home a broken person, driven to commit suicide shortly 

Franklin after being demobilized. 
But whatever his anger, John Hope never allowed resentment toward racism 

to hobble his determination to move forward. A proud graduate of all-black Fisk University, he moved on to Harvard (like 
his predecessor W.E.B. DuBois), published books and articles that earned him academic plaudits, and with the appear
ance of From Slavery to Freedom in 1947, transformed American scholarship by placing the story of African Americans at 
the heart of the nation's history. With his beloved wife Aurelia, he moved to teach at St. Augustine's in Raleigh and then 
North Carolina College for Negroes in Durham. He fell in love with the state, where Aurelia had been born. 

After a short time, John Hope Franklin had become a scholar of national and international fame. Moving from How
ard University in Washington, to Brooklyn College in New York, and then to the University of Chicago, he broke barriers 
everywhere he went-the first black person to give a paper at the Southern Historical Association in 1949 (in a wonderful 
act of collective rebellion with C. Vann Woodward, the program chair, and Howard Beale), then the first black president 
of the Southern Historical Association, then the first black president of both the Organization of American Historians and 
the American Historical Association. A pioneer in the growing international field of American Studies, John Hope rev
eled in traveling abroad with Aurelia, representing the Fulbright program in foreign lands. Yet prejudice was still there. 
When he and Aurelia took the ocean liner, Ile de France, out of New York in the mid-1950s to LeHavre, they were the first 
in line for dinner. The maitre d' took them to a table behind the kitchen door. "No, sir," John Hope told the maitre d' with 
characteristic dignity and pride, "we will take the table in the center of the room." 

I first came to know John Hope Franklin as a friend at the National Humanities Center in Research Triangle Park 
in 1981, where we were both fellowship recipients. He came to my defense at a seminar when a group of conservative 
scholars attacked me for my advocacy of affirmative action. I felt rescued and affirmed. How wonderful, then, when Terry 
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Planning Takes 
Center Stage 

Elaine Tyler May 

The annual conference in 
Seattle was a great suc
cess, reminding us that the 

OAH is thriving in the midst of 
challenging times. In spite of the 
dismal economy and the remote
ness of the Pacific Northwest for 
many of our members who had 
to travel great distances to get 
there, attendance was better than 
expected. The rich program in
cluded many lively sessions, and 
Seattle was abuzz with historians 
meeting, greeting, and reconnect-

May 

ing in a beautiful and interesting city. Even the weather 
was good to us, providing a good bit of sunshine and blue 
skies that revealed stunning snow-covered mountains, 
along with Seattle's famous gentle rain. 

Our organization is in the midst of major transitions. 
After ten years as executive director, Lee Form walt will be 
leaving this summer. Lee guided the OAH through some 
very difficult times, including the relocation of two of our 
conferences, as well as some exciting times as we began 
to build the "big tent" to include a broader membership 
of history professionals in a wide range of fields. I want 
to take this opportunity to thank Lee for his leadership 
and for his enormous help to me as I came on board and 
learned the ins and outs of the OAH operation . . 

Other transitions reflect the broader changes in the 
nation and the world. There is no escaping the impact of 
the economic crisis. We need to think long and hard about 
ways to keep the OAH strong and vital with fewer resourc
es. But there are opportunities as well. The new adminis
tration in Washington is friendly to our enterprise. Already 
we have seen the lifting of restrictions that will allow freer 
access and more transparency to official records. We will 
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History Educator Membership 
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Student Membership 
o S 35 o OAH Magazine of History, or 

o Journal of American History 

OAH Magazine of History 
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A Ne\N Initiative for Part-Ti111e 
and ~djunc.t Historians 
Donald Rogers, Chair, Elizabeth Hohl, Arlene Lazarowitz, Howard Smead and Mark Spence, 
Members of the OAH Committee on Part-Time and Adjunct Employment 

L ast October, the OAH Executive Board reorganized 
the Committee on Part-Time and Adjunct Employ
ment (CPAE) as a service committee to replace the 

now defunct Joint AHA-OAH CPAE fo:unded in 2001. The 
new OAH CPAE marks the latest in a series of actions, 
which the OAH has taken over the past decade, . that ad
dress the surge of contingent faculty employment. With to
day's recession intensifying pressures on colleges and uni
versities to economize, the committee is seeking new initia
tives to help historians come to terms with the seemingly 
unstoppable shift from tenured to adjunct faculty, and to 
ensure that adjunct historians receive the compensation, 

· benefits, employment seniority, teaching conditions, colle- · 
giality, and career opportunities that they deserve as pro
fessionals. 

Well-known changes in the academic workforce in
spired the course of action that has led to the OAH's revi
talized CPAE. As a typical report by the AAUP indicates, 
the academic labor force across disciplines has changed 
from nearly three-fifths full-time tenured or tenure-track 
faculty in the 1970s to almost two-thirds contingent and 
part-time faculty today. mdeed, nearly half of instructors 
in higher education today are employed part-time, and 
part-time lecturers teach nearly half of all undergraduate 
classes, although the reasons for part-time employment · 
vary (1). 

The OAH, the AHA, the AAUP, and other professional 
associations first recognized this enormous change in high
er education in the 1990s. At the interdisciplinary Confer
ence on the Growing Use of Part-Time and Adjunct Faculty 
held in Washington D.C. in 1997, the OAH and other groups 
viewed the erosion of the traditional academic workforce 
as a "crisis," and issued a grim report on working condi
tions faced by the growing ranks of part-ti~e instructors. 
Observing their low salanes, insecure appointments, and 
frequent lack of the bare essentials of institutional support, 
like office space and computers, the report warned that ad
juncts were being reduced to "a growing caste of 'untouch
able' service workers." It recommended concerted action 
to limit the proportion of part-time faculty hired and en
couraged the promulgation of "good practice" standards 
for those who were employed (2). 

Historians followed suit. In 1998, the AHA Profes
sional Division issued "Guidelines for the Employment 
of Part-Time and Temporary Faculty in History." In 1999, 
Professor David A. Berry published an important report in 
the OAH Newsletter on the rising use (and abuse) of adjunct 
faculty in community colleges. The OAH and AHA, mean
while, participated in a widely reported survey by the Co
alition on the Academic Workforce that documented the 
pervasive use of adjunct faculty and graduate students to 
teach undergraduate classes. In 2000, AHA President Eric 
Foner led his organization to create a permanent commit
tee on part-time and adjunct faculty, and the OAH Execu
tive Board, led by President David Montgomery, voted to 

join forces. Their collaboration resulted in the establish- ate proportion" of courses to be taught by part-time and 
ment of the Joint AHA-OAH Committee on Part-Time and adjunct instructors (including graduate students). The 
Adjunct Employment in January 2001 (3). standards recommend that no more than thirty percent 

The Joint CPAE initially focused on two goals: halt- (forty percent maximum) of courses be taught by adjuncts 
ing the escalating use of part-time faculty and improving at community colleges, ten percent (twenty percent maxi
the job conditions of those hired. Toward these ends, the mum) at four-year sChools, and twenty percent (thirty 
joint committee conducted a new survey in 2002 through percent maximum) at research institutions. This standard 
questionnaires published in AHA Perspectives and the OAH aimed at encouraging academic institutions to retain full
Newsletter. They found, among other things, that .part-time time lines and promote part-time instructors to fill them. 
faculty were indeed proliferating and that most adjuncts~hether it remains realistic today is controversial. No 
accepted part-time jobs due to "an inability to find a full- doubt, preserving the full-time faculty as the core of good 
time college or university position." To provide a forum historyeducation is a goal that OAH members ought to ad
and sense of community for adjunct historians, moreover, dress. Yet, given cont~mporary trends, especially in a bad 
the joint committee established the listserv H-Adjunct in economy, some observers argue that the profession will 
2005 with Professors Howard Smead and Amy serve the burgeoning ranks of adjuncts better by concen-
Kinsel as moderators. Most important, the joint . 

committee headed by chairs Maxine Lurie and Table 1_ AAUP Report of Contigent Faculty, 
Juli Jones developed "Standards for Part-Time 1975•2003 
and Adjunct Faculty" that were approved by the ------------------------
OAH Executive Board and the AHA Council in Tenured/Tenure Contingent 

Full-lime spring 2003. OAH and AHA leaders regarded the Track Part-lime 
standards as an important symbolic statement in 
support of part-time faculty, and a "weapon" for 
persuading administrators, . state legislators, and 1989 47% 

accrediting organizations to curb adjuncts' use and "ii 2003 P 35% 
improve their working conditions (4). -----"--"""""'------"""""'----'--"""""'---="""""'---------' 

Very much a product of the moment, the joint 
OAH-AHA standards established five guidelines 
regarding part-time and adjunct employment. In 

Source: "AAUP Contingent Faculty Index. 2006," American Association 
of University Professors, 5. 

their most substantive section, the standards stip
ulate that basic work conditions include adjuncts in "the 
collegial relations and communications of their depart
ments," thus envisioning them as real colleagues, not just 
as hired hands. This standard recommends that depart
ments provide part-timers with a clear evaluation system, 
seniority for hiring and pay increases, basic institutional 
support such as office space, telephones, computer equip
ment, library privileges, clerical support, modest support 
for professional travel to conferences and workshops, and 
access to health benefits, sick leave, and retirement plans. 
The standard is silent on professional development issues 
such as research support, sabbaticals, and the possibility of 
access to full-time jobs. 

Secondly, the standards call for history departments 
to provide a statistical portrait of adjunct usage: the total 
number of part-timers hired, the number and percentage 
of history courses that they teach (including courses taught 
by graduate students), the length of service for part-time 
faculty, and provisions departments give for retention. 
This standard aims to generate an evidentiary record on 
the extent and conditions of adjunct employment, not only 
for the AHA-OAH joint committee's use, but also to inform 
accrediting agencies and the public. 

Thirdly, in what was regarded as a crucial suggestion 
in 2003, the standards propose a limit on the "appropri-

trating on the improvement of their job conditions. 
Fourth, the standards recommend that part-time fac

ulty receive pay that is approximately eighty percent of 
what full-time instructors receive for similar training and 
experience, and one hundred percent if adjuncts take on 
administrative duties. Given the increasing permanence 
of the part-time portion of the academic labor force, and 
unlikelihood that most modem adjuncts will get promoted 
into full-time ranks, current members of the OAH CPAE 
agree that this is one area where historians can very con
structively focus their attention. Surveys and anecdotal re
ports indicate that adjunct compensation still lags short of 
this standard. Improving wages is not only fair, but also 
essential to attracting and retaining talented people in the 
profession. 

Finally, the standards promise a publicity campaign to 
keep accrediting organizations, professional groups, and 
the mass media informed about_ the status of adjunct histo
ry faculty. Presuming that the glare of publicity will inspire 
reform, the standards recommend that AHA and OAH 
publicize the proportion of faculty that part-timers repre
sent at various institutions and the percentage of courses 
that they teach. Furthermore, the standards propose that 
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The OAH gratefully acknowledges the gifts and contributions of the following 
donors during the period of January 1 through March 31,2009. 
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2009 OAH Annual Kendall Hunt University of South Hamilton Cravens Frank W. Brandon Patrick O'Neill 
Meeting Sponsors Publishing Carolina Department Nan Enstad Ronald G. Brown Phyllis Palriler 
ABC-CLIO Labor and Working- of History and Emory G. Evans Margot Canaday Peter L. Petersen 
Agricultural History Class History its Public History V.P. Franklin William D. G:arrigan John F. Piper 

Society Association Program Henry F. Graff Edward V. Carroll Elena Razlogova 
American Association Library Company of University of Toronto Sara S. Gronim Ronald D. Cohen Mary A. Renda 

for State and Local Philadelphia Press- Journals Robert A. Gross Thomas B. Colbert Marguerite Renner 
History Louisiana State Western Association of William M. Hammond Patrick Costello William C. Reuter 

American University University Press Women Historians Nancy A. Hewitt William W. Cutler James L. Roark 
Department of National Council on Western Historical Robin Higham Allen F. Davis Michael Robinson 
History, Public Public History Quarterly Reed Hutner Sabrina Dawson David Rogers 
History Program New York University Women and Social Travis Beal Jacobs Cornelia H. Dayton Donald W. Rogers 

American West Center, Oxford University Movements, Michael Kazin Jean-Paul DeGuzman Howard J. Romanek 
University of Utah Press published by the Kathleen C. Kean Jay Driskell Mark H. Rose 

Bedford/St. Martin's Pacific Northwest Center for the Daniel Kevles Allison Elias Dorothy Ross 
Bill Lane Center for Labor History Historical Study of David P. Krajcovic Mark E. Elliott Fath Davis Ruffins 

the American West, Association Women and Gender Mary Elizabeth Joyce Mason Evans Cynthia E. Russett 
Stanford University Palgrave at SUNY Krzywicki Carol Faulkner MaryP. Ryan 

Binghamton and Pearson Women's and Gender Bruce Lesh Bruce Fehn Sara Rzeszutek 
Alexander Street Society for Historians History Caucus, Leon F. Litwack Elise Fill pot Philip J. Schwarz 
Press of American Foreign Rutgers University Rich¥d Lowitt Deborah Fitzgerald John Servis 

Bullfrog Films Relations Yale University Gloria L. Main Wendy Fitzhenry Carole Sharnmas 
Business History Sophia Smith Department of Glenna Matthews Kristine Forsgard Terry Shoptaugh 

Conference Collection of History Charlotte R. Negrete Patrick J. Furlong AlSmith 
California Newsreel Women's History Roger L. Nichols Kayla Graham MelissaM. 
Center for Public Archives, Smith Founders Society Paul Ortiz Rick Halpern Soto-Schwartz 

History and College ($25,000 and over) AlanM.Osur Joyce A. Hanson Robyn C. Spencer 
Archaeology, Southern Association Burton W. Peretti William D. Harshaw Lawrence Squeri 
Colorado State for Women The History Channel Ann K. Rawley Donna T. Haverty- Bruce M. Stave 
University Historians Mary G. Rolinson Stacke Margaret Strobel 

Center of the Steven J. Harper Millennia! Club George J. Sanchez James W. Hilty Anatole Sykley 
American West, The Arthur and ($1 ,000 to $1 ,999) Frederick Schult Elizabeth A. Hohl Marcia G. Synnott 
University of Elizabeth Schlesinger Constance B. Schulz Thomas C. Holt Anthony Tantillo 
Colorado at Boulder Library on the Gordon Bakken Nita R. Spangler Antwain Hunter Louis S. Warren 

Chicago Video Project History of Women in Jacquelyn D. Hall Shigeru Sugiyama Elizabeth Jameson Kenneth J. Winkle 
Department of History, America, Radcliffe David S. Trask Hillary Jenks Elizabeth Woodward 

California State The History Channel Mississippi Alden T. Vaughan Kohei Kawashima Salim C. Yaqub 
University, East Bay The National Museum Valley Club Ronald G. Walters Alice Kessler-Harris Rumi Yasutake 

Department of History, of American History ($500 to $999) Carol Williams ThomasJ.Kiftineyer Charles A. Zappia 
Colorado State (NMAH), the NMAH Paul and Charlotte Jane A. Krepp 
University Office of Curatorial Annette Atkins Zietlow V.A. Lapomarda Millennium 

Department of History, Affairs, and the Loretta Sullivan Lobes Ten Society Neal Baker 
University of NMAH Division of Robert B. Carey Robert E. Long ($1 0,000 over a 
Washington Work and Industry Friends of OAH Barbara Loomis ten-year period) 

University of Arkansas 
Lee W. Formwalt 

(Up to $99) Malinda Lowery Gilder Lehrman Tera W. Hunter 
Institute of American Press Maureen Mahoney Darrel E. Bigham Merck & Co., Inc. 
History University of Delaware Gretchen A. Adams Sarah S. Malino Lee W. Formwalt 

Hagley Museum and Department of Centennial Club Wilbert H. Ahern Alexis M. McCrossen George Fredrickson 
Library History 

($1 00 to $499) Deborah J. Alexander John J. McCusker Jay Goodgold 
Harry Bridges Center University of Illinois Peter Anderson Dennis K. McDaniel R. Douglas Hurt 

for Labor Studies Press 
Elaine S. Abelson Darlene Antezana Warren Metzger. Paul Sperry and 

Harvard University University of Michigan John Meyer 
Betty Allen Bamouw Susan M. Armeny Beatrice Mitchell 

Department of University of ChuckAming Heather Mitchell Albert E. and Robert L. Beisner 
History Nevada, Las Vegas, 

Thomas Bender Steven B. Baker Natalia Molina Stephanie G. Wolf 
Institute for Advanced Department of Marian J. Barber David Moltke-Hansen 

Michael A. Bernstein 
Study History 

Elizabeth K. Borgwardt Marsha Barrett Jacqueline M. Moore Tribute Gifts to OAH 
John Nicholas Brown University of North Jean Bennett Linda Morse 

Elizabeth Bouvier 
Center for Public Carolina Press Steven S. Berizzi AmyMorsman lnMemoryOf 
Humanities and 

James Boylan 
AmosJ.Beyan Stephen Nissenbaum 

Allan Brandt ErikBamouw 
Cult\lral Heritage Howard Brick Charles L. Booth Lisa A. Norling Ninfa Sanchez 

JSTOR James W. Oberly 
Jon Butler Lawrence E. O'Brien 

We encourage you to consider making a financial gift to the organization to support advocacy for the profession, increase 
its many outreach efforts, and improve our services to historians. There are many ways to support the Organization of 
American Historians. For more information, please visit us online at <https://www.oah.org/giving/>. 
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In Honor Of 
Wilmer Bottoms 
William Chafe 
Pete Daniel 
Carl Degler 
Aida Donald 
Lee Formwalt 
Louis Harlan 
Alice Kessler-Harris 
Stanley Katz 
Elaine Tyler May 
Marsha Lynn 

Shapiro Rose 
Charles Zappia 

OAH Distinguished 
Lectures 
Please join us 
in thanking 
the following 
individuals who 
have contributed to 
OAH their honoraria 
for lectures given 
during 2009. 

Catherine Allgor 
Eric Arnesen 
Michael A. Bernstein 
Elizabeth K. 

Borgwardt 
Lendol Calder 
Ballard Campbell 
Bruce Chadwick 
Mary Marshall Clark 
Edward Countryman 
Brian DeLay 
Mary L. Dudziak 
Lynn Dumenil 
C. Wyatt Evans 
Paul Finkelman 
Joanne B. Freeman 
Kenneth W. Goings 
Elliott J. Gorn 
Lisbeth Haas 
Steven Hahn 
Susan M. Hartmann 
April Lee Hatfield 
Harvey J. Kaye 
Cynthia A. Kierner 
Jeff McClurken 
Theda Perdue 
Kimberley L. Phillips 
Matthew Pinsker 
George C. Rabie 
Nick Salvatore 
Stephanie J. Shaw 
Michael B. Stoff 
Cynthia Stout 
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich 
Harry L. Watson 
Allan M. Winkler 
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Unsung Heroes 
Lee W. Formwalt 

I have been reflecting on the last 
ten years as I wind down my 
term as executive director and 

one of the things that has struck me 
is how dependent OAH is on the 
voluntary efforts of our members. 
Many of them, along with the staff, 
are truly the unsung heroes of our 
organization. 

Every year the staff mounts a 
major national convention in a dif-

Fonnwalt ferent North American city, bring-
ing together between 1,800 and 

3,000 American historians to present and discuss the lat
est developments in scholarship, teaching, and the public 
presentation of U.S. history. Staff members are assisted by 
member volunteers on the program committee and the 
convention local resource committee. This year's program 
committee for Seattle, ably led by Donald Ritchie and Les
lie Brown, assembled a superb program. Working with 
them was a dynamic local resource committee, headed by 
Shirley Yee and Wilson O'Donnell, which helped arrange 
some fascinating tours and interesting offsite venues for 
sessions. Coordinating the efforts of the annual meeting 
program committee is Meetings Associate Jason Groth. 
Jason's first contact with OAH came in a class I taught at 
Indiana University in 2000. He expressed an interest in 
serving as a volunteer intern. He worked out so well and 
everyone at OAH loved him, and soon he was a part-time 
and eventually full-time staff member. Today he works 
part-time and spends the rest of his time with his band 
traveling in Europe, Australia, and all over the U.S. When 
he is on the road, he stays connected with the program 
committee. Many times he answers committee members' 
queries thousands of miles from the office, yet the com
mittee assumes the response is corning from Bloomington. 

At the annual meeting we learn the results of the 
hard work of more than seventy-five OAH volunteers 
who comprise our twenty-one prize committees. They 
read hundreds of books, articles, and dissertations, view 
a dozen or two historical films, and review a number of 
teacher portfolios before determining the best scholarship, 
films, and teachers of American history. Of course, reading 
the latest scholarship hot off the press is a benefit, but no 
one besides these prize committee members (and graduate 
students preparing for their exams) is expected to devour 
often more than fifty books in a period of several months. 

Each quarter, the staff produces an issue of the Journal 
of American Histon;, the OAH Magazine of Hist01y, and the 
OAH Newsletter. Each of these publications is advised by 
an editorial board (or an advisory board in the case of the 
Newsletter) comprising OAH member volunteers-thirty 
in all. The superb content and professional appearance of 
each of these publications often goes without saying. But 
we need to pause on occasion and recognize the incred
ibly hard work of staff and volunteers in producing these 
quarterlies so valuable to our members. 

Each quarter, OAH service committees meet, usually 
by conference call and face to face at the convention each 

spring, to carry out important OAH business relating to 
professional and membership matters. Coordjnating this 
large undertaking, as well as the work of the prize com
mittees, is OAH Committee Coordinator Kara Hamm. En
suring that the committees are properly and completely 
appointed is the job of the relatively new eight-member 
Committee on Committees, all OAH volunteers, who pres
ent to the executive board each year a slate of more than 
fifty members recommended for its approval to fill various 
committee vacancies. 

Each year, more than 300 OAH members volunteer 
for OAH committees, boards, and working groups, and I 
wish I could publicly thank each of them by name. Instead, 
I thought I would share some important examples of mem
bers who have gone above and beyond in their service, 
sometimes as an official appointee of a committee or board, 
and sometimes unofficially, without any public recognition. 
Over the last ten years, I have worked with more than fifty 
colleagues on the executive board. These leaders in the pnr 
fession give of their time throughout the year, not just at the 
spring and fall board meetings. In some years, events de
velop that require much more time than any board member 
would anticipate. One of those years was my first-2000-
when we faced the tough issue of whether we should meet 
in the Adam's Mark Hotel, then being sued by the U.S. Jus
tice Department for racial discrimination. E-mail flew fast 
and furious, but more important was the time we spent in 
conference calls on a number of evenings early that year. 
One of our board members, Jannelle Warren-Findley, was 
in Australia at the time. Despite the complications of time 
(it was actually the next morning down under), Jann was 
there on the line participating in our discussions and deci
sion making. Not only did she impress me with her service 
from the other side of the world, but, as a public historian, 
Jann was instrumental in getting this new executive direc
tor to think of historians as "practicing" their craft in many 
different ways rather than just assuming that we all taught 
in some type of classroom. 

My first official involvement as an OAH volunteer 
came when President-elect Linda Kerber appointed me to 
the OAH Membership Committee in 1996. This is OAH's 
largest committee consisting of regional chairs and state 
chairs/cochairs. It has the never-ending job of working 
with the membership department to maintain and expand 
OAH membership. The current chair is Stephen Kneeshaw, 
who has served on the committee for fifteen years and also 
serves as the Midwest regional chair. Steve, who teaches at 
the College of the Ozarks, coordinates his fellow regional 
chairs to encourage them to motivate their state chairs. His 
work and that of his fellow committee members has con
tributed to OAH's record growth in the last ten years. 

One group of OAH volunteers who are very generous 
with their time and talents is the more than three hundred 
OAH Distinguished Lecturers. Coordinating this program 
is OAH staffer Annette Windhorn, who has grown this pro
gram from less than a hundred or so lecturers giving thirty 
lectures a year and generating $30,000 in revenue, to an ef
fort that now generates $120,000 annually. Distinguished 
lecturers have given presentations in Alaska, California, 

Puerto Rico, Maine, and nearly every state in between. 
Not only do their talent and time go into preparing their 
lectures, but sometimes travel for their presentations in
volves nearly a day each way. In the last seven years, seven 
lecturers-Kim Phillips, Chana Kai Lee, James Loewen, 
Thomas Bender, Wilma King, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, and 
Athan Theoharis-have each given three lectures within a 
fiscal year. Allida Black, who also represented OAH at the 
National Council for History Education. gave two Distin
guished Lectures a year, two years in a row. Such gener
osity is overwhelming. We are also most grateful for the 
many hosts who invite OAH Distinguished Lecturers to 
their campu5-Qr facility. The most generous of these, with
out doubt, is OAH member Tim Westcott, who has hosted 
twenty-seven OAH lectures at Park University since 2002, 
and has two more booked for next year. 

Over the years, OAH has striven to be the ''big tent" for 
all practitioners of American history. In an effort to meet the 
needs of our precollegiate colleagues, we have improved 
the quality and appearance of our teaching publication. the 
OAH Magazine of History; we have enhanced our Focus on 
Teaching sessions at the annual meeting; and we· have en
couraged precollegiate teachers to participate in the OAH 
governance structure. Great examples of teachers who have 
served include Kathleen Kean of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
winner of the Mary K. Bonsteel Tachau Precollegiate Teach
ing Award and the Preserve America History Teacher of the 
Year Award given by the Gilder Lehrman Institute and Pre
serve America, who served on the OAH Executive Board; 
and Gideon Sanders of the Washington, D.C., public school 
system who has served on the Committee of Teaching and 
the OAH Magazine of History editorial board, and is working 
on the local resource committee for the 2010 annual meet
ing in Washington, D.C. 

Community college historians have also volunteered 
their time and talents for OAH. Juli Jones and Amy Kin
sel have both served on the Community College Commit
tee and the OAH Nominating Board. Juli became involved 
with the OAH/ AHA Joint Committee on Part-Time and 
Adjunct Employment before she was hired to coordinate 
the highly successful OAH Cmrimunity College Regional 
Workshop Program. Ken Alfers of Dallas, Texas, serves 
on the OAH Committee on Teaching and hosted the Dal
las community college workshop at his campus, Mountain 
View College, last summer. And public historian Stephanie 
Grauman Wolf, who with her husband advised us on the 
community college workshop project, made one of the larg
est personal gifts in OAH history to support the program. 

Although the number of precollegiate teachers has more 
than tripled in the last decade, due largely to the Teaching 
American History Grant program funded by Congress, the 
percentage of community college historians and historians 
of color remains stubbornly low. This is not due to lack of 
effort by staff and volunteers. Keith Berry, for example, is 
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The Working Group on Evaluating 
Public History Scholarship: ~n Update 

Kristin L. Ahlberg 

I mproving the review of public history scholarship for 
promotion and tenure remains the focus of the Work
ing Group on Evaluating Public History Scholarship. 

Established in 2007 as a collaborative project of the Ameri
can Historical Association. Organization of American His
torians, and National Council on Public History, the work
ing group has spent the last two years reviewing tenure 
practices and guidelines, devising a web-based survey to 
allow public historians to share their opinions and expe
riences, and hosting informational, open sessions at the 
annual meetings of the AHA, OAH, and NCPH (1). In an 
August 2008 article for the OAR Newsletter, working group 
member Gregory Smoak described the group's origins as 
rooted in earlier conversations regarding the evaluation of 
public history scholarship and influenced by other disci
plinary and interdisciplinary attempts to broaden the defi
nition of scholarship beyond the single-authored mono
graph (2). Smoak also highlighted the two, interrelated 
issues emerging from the discussions at the annual meet
ings: the need for both an equitable system of peer review 
and a redefinition of evaluation categories to validate and 
recognize publicly engaged historians. In response, work
ing group members strove to devise a set of best practices 
and recommendations for hiring_ review, and promotion of 
public historians in academic institutions and devoted the 
remainder of 2008 to preparing their report. 

The draft report, entitled. "Tenure, Promotion. and the 
Publicly Engaged Historian." asserts that the depnition 
of academic scholarship must be expanded to include the 
scholarship done by public historians. Such a redefinition 
is necessary considering the exponential growth in pub
lic history programs over the last decade and concomitant 
hiring of public history faculty. These tenure-track histori
ans must be evaluated on the basis of the work they were 
hired to do. Too often, they must juggle the demands of 
building a robust public history program with simultane
ously pursuing their own research agenda. Fair evaluation 
of public historians requires the application of equitable 
standards for tenure review, standards that reflect and 
value the contributions public historians make to their uni
versities, multiple communities and constituents, and the 
historical profession. 

Our report seeks to . both advise public historians on 
the tenure track on how to define and explain their work 
and offer department chairs and university administrators 
a set of guidelines for evaluating public history scholar
ship approved by the major professional historical orga
nizations. Drawing on survey results and public input, 
the report offers suggestions for evaluating public history 
scholarship from \lrithin the traditional_ three-pronged 
review categories of scholarship, teaching_ and service, 
recognizing that the best strategies will .vary according to 
departmental and university culture. It also underscores 
the relevance of community engagement in all aspects of 
a public historian's work. The report is organized into five 
sections that demonstrate how public history fits into the 
traditional promotion and tenure categories and how these 
categories might be expanded. Each section-Review of 
Existing Standards; Community Engagement; Scholarship; 
Teaching; and Service-contains an overview, delineation 

of critical issues, and recommendations for best practices. 
The remainder of this article will summarize the report's 
key findings and recommendations and describe the next 
steps in this initiative. 

Our review of tenure guidelines collected from thir-
. ty-five colleges and universities confirmed that promo
tion and tenure standards vary by university and too of
ten do not reflect the reality or entirety of public history 
work. Many colleges and universities prioritize the peer
reviewed scholarly monograph as the criterion for tenure. 
Other institutions, however, have adopted guidelines that 
address the unique concerns of public historians. In order 
to value public history productivity, the working group 
urges departments in the process of hiring public histori
ans to review equitable promotion and tenure standards 
established at other colleges and universities. While public 
colleges and universities seem to be leading the trend in 
supporting publicly engaged faculty, private institutions 
also need to be aware of the specific issues, problems, and 
possibilities that public history presents. 

Community engagement is an essential, yet often un
dervalued, component of public history. The very nature 
of public history requires historians to establish active 
scholarly partnerships with various communities in order 
to create and/or apply knowledge to benefit multiple con
stituencies. By forging these connections, public historians 
help to fulfill their institutional missions, obtain external 
funding_ and raise the university or department's public 
profile. Colleges and universities that value community 
engagement should devise equitable strategies for evaluat
ing this type of scholarly work. While these policies will 
assume various forms, the working group suggests that 
institutions rethink workload categories in order to priori
tize community engagement, allow public historians to re
negotiate their contracts to adjust workload expectations, 
create a peer review process for collaborative work that in
cludes qualified external reviewers, and permit public his
torians at the assistant level to pursue community projects 
that will count toward promotion. 

Public historians' scholarship fits the definition out
lined in the AHA's Statement on Standards of Professional 
Conduct: the discovery, exchange, interpretation, and pre
sentation of information about the past (3). The difference, 
however, lies in the type and scope of public history schol
arship, which often does not fit the overly narrow equa
tion of scholarly output v.'ith the publication of a mono
graph. The traditional three-pronged evaluation system 
tends to relegate public history work to the oft-maligned 
service category. Thus public historians find themselves in 
an untenable situation. In order to maintain their scholarly 
reputations in their area of practice, public historians must 
engage v.'ith local and regional audiences, other practitio
ners, and students. By doing so, they limit their opportuni
ties within the current tenure system or they shoulder a 
double burden of scholarly work. Embracing the expan
sive definition of scholarship, laid out in the Statement on 
Standards of Professional Conduct, and developing adequate 
evaluation guidelines could ease this double burden. The 
working group suggests that each department establish an 
inclusive definition of the sources, content, and format of 

scholarship and define how quality public history scholar
ship should be documented and evaluated. The working 
group recommends that departments and universities con
sider the following suggestions: in promotion and tenure 
criteria, departments should provide an expansive defini
tion of historical scholarship that values the output pro
duced by all faculty; public historians seeking tenure and/ 
or promotion should . provide clear documentation as to 
how their work constitutes historical scholarship; depart
ments should clearly explain how public historians' work 
meets high standards for historical scholarship when com
municating with university promotion and tenure commit
tees; and departments should support public historians in 
their scholarly pursuits. 

The public history faculty member's responsibilities 
include not only classroom instruction but the supervision 
of interns, collaboration with students, and engagement in 
the wider community. Teaching and learning in public his
tory is a collaborative enterprise. However, the evaluation 
of teaching in higher education has emphasized classroom 
instruction and has often consigned other activities to the 
service category, even though such efforts are an exten
sion of teaching. The working group urges departments to 
acknowledge the variety of venues where public history 
teaching takes place (4). Departments continuing to pri
oritize the three-pronged system of review might consider 
adjusting upward the weight assigned to teaching. Time 
devoted to establishing internship programs and supervis
ing interns should also be factored into a faculty member's 
workload; such effort should be considered and rewarded 
both as teaching (under the tripartite system) and as schol
arship (relating to the continuum model). Departments 
also need to recognize that courses with a significant stu
dent project component demand more instructional time 
than traditional courses. Public programs should be valued 
and recognized as a form of teaching. All of these activities 
do require rigorous peer review to maintain appropriate 
qualitative standards. 

Service is, perhaps, the most undervalued category of 
promotion and tenure review. Nevertheless, many of the 
duties that fall under service are vital to the health of pub
lic history programs and the departments in which they 
exist. Public historians work hard to build public history 
programs and establish and maintain positive connections 
with university and community partners. While overlap 
exists between the categories of service and civic engage
ment_ many administrative and programmatic tasks can
not be counted as civic engagement. These tasks include, 
but are not limited to: recruiting students, overseeing bud
gets, hiring clinical faculty, managing websites, and track
ing and reporting the achievements of the program. Public 
historians also facilitate collaborative and public relation
ships. Respondents to the working group's survey advo
cated maintaining the service category, but pushed for a 
greater recognition and valuation of public historians' ad
ministrative service. The working group notes that depart
ments and universities can better recognize and reward 
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the AHA and OAH commend history departments making 
"substantial progress" toward satisfying "good practices" 
for adjunct employment in their respective newsletters for 
other departments to emulate (5). 

The Joint AHA-OAH CPAE published its standards in 
the midst of a natiomvide surge of activism on behalf of ad
juncts. That surge has somewhat abated. Until the middle 
of this past decade, professional associations, local faculty 
unions, and the AAUP all promulgated their own codes of 
"best practices" in regard to adjuncts' job security, health
care benefits, professional development, and even sabbati
calleaves and "part-time" tenure. Faculty unions in Wash
ington State, California, Connecticut, and elsewhere were 
notably successful in securing medical insurance, course 
cancellation fees, multisemester contracts, and legislation 
improving pay for adjuncts. Recently, however, the activi
ties of professional groups have declined. Despite early 
enthusiasm, even the Joint AHA-OAH CPAE fell off after 
2006 and stopped functioning. Across disciplines, part
time instructors remain a marginalized and beleaguered 
lot, causing some to gravitate to advocacy groups such as 
the Coalition for the Academic Workforce. the Coalition of 
Contingent Faculty Labor, and recently, the National Co
alition for Adjunct Equity (6). The current economic crisis 
only increases the insecurity of adjunct faculty. 

The adjunct issue, thus, remains compelling. With its 
new life, the OAH CPAE aims to push aggressively ahead 

to make recommendations on the employment of part-time 
history faculty, to serve as an advocate for adjunct history 
instructors, and to work as a watchdog on adjunct faculty 
issues as they affect the historical profession. 

The committee plans to concentrate on three immedi
ate issues. First, it proposes to update information about 
adjunct historians' employment conditions across regions 
and institutions, and investigate the impact of the current 
economic crisis on part-time history instructors. Second, 
the committee will revisit the 2003 standards to determine 
how appropriate they remain for adjunct employment to
day, giving increased attention to adjuncts' prospects for 
career development beyond dead-end or career ending 
part-time jobs. Finally, the committee aims to reassess its · 
most difficult mandate-exerting a real impact on adjunct 
working conditions, especially to assure that part-time in
structors receive the support that they need to be effective 
history teachers. After all, good education is a central goal 
of the history profession. With part-time and adjunct em
ployment likely to continue as a part of historians' future, 
the OAH CP AE proposes robust support for good teaching 
an expected part of adjunct employment. To do this, the 
committee invites ideas, suggestions, and testimony from 
OAH members at <cpae@oah.org>. D 

Endnotes 
1. uAAUP Contingent Faculty Index,. 2006" Pamphlet Grculated 

by the American Association of University Professors, 5, 
10-12; Audrey Williams June, "Nearly Half of Undergradu
ate Courses are Taught by Non-Tenure-Track Instructors," 

Chronicle of Higher Education (December 3, 2008), <http:// 
chronicle.com.daily(2008/12/7951n.htm>. 
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Time and Adjunct Faculty," by the Conference on the Grow
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oah.org!pubs/nlf2001feb/formwalt.html>. 
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tion, January 6, 2000, January 4, 2001, June 16-17, 2001, June 
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OAH Committee on Part-Time and Adjunct Employment, 
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org!pubs/nl(2003aug!ptstandards.html>. 

6. "2005 Best Employment Practices for Part-Time Faculty Task
force Report and Recommendations," <http://www.sbctc.ctc. 
edu/docs/hr/best_practices/best_em.ployment_practices_re
port_2005.doc>; "Recommended Institutional Regulation for 
Part-Time Appointments," American Association of Univer
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The Society of Civil War Historians is pleased to announce the First Annual 

TOM WATSON BROWN BOOK AWARD 
The inaugural Tom Watson Brown Book Award will recognize an outstanding scholarly book published in 2009 on the causes, 
conduct, and effects, broadly defined, of the Civil War with a $50,000 prize to be awarded at the 2010 Southern Historical Association 
meeting. All genres of scholarship within the field will be eligible, including, but not exclusive to, monographs, synthetic works 
presenting original interpretations, and biographies_ Works of fiction, poetry, and textbooks will not be considered. Jurors will 
consider nominated works' scholarly and literary merit as well as the extent to which they make original contributions to our under
standing of the period. The award is sponsored by the Watson-Brown Foundation, which funds and administers undergraduate 
fellowships, research in southern history, and historic preservation. 

The deadline fur submissions is December 31, 2009. Submission instructions can be found on the SCWH website at 
http://scwh.la.psu.edu/book_award.shtml. 

Membership in the SCWH is open to anyone interested the Civil War era. Membership benefits include a subscription to 
the journal Civil War History, the quarterly newsletter, and a discount on the Society's biennial conference registration fee. 
Additional benefits of membership include invitations to the organization's annual banquet held during the Southern 
Historical Association conference and the SCWH conference reception. A membership application can be downloaded at: 
http:/ /scwh.la.psu.edu/membership.shtml. 
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General John Ashcroft. 

Obama Administration 
·Issues New FOIA 
Guidelines 

On March 19, 2009, Attor
ney General Eric Holder issued 
comprehensive new Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) guide
lines that direct all executive 
branch departments and agen
cies to apply a presumption of 
openness when administering 
the FOIA. The memo rescinds 
the guidelines issued on Octo
ber 12,2001, by former Attorney 

The new guidelines, announced in a memo to heads 
of executive departments and agencies, build on the prin
ciples announced by President Obama on his first full day 
in office when he issued a presidential memorandum on 
the FOIA that called on agencies to "usher in a new era 
of open government." At that time, President Obama also 
instructed Attorney General Holder to issue new FOIA 
guidelines that reaffirm the government's commitment to 
accountability and transparency. 

The new FOIA guidelines address both application of 
the presumption of disclosure and the effective adminis
tration of the FOIA across the government. As to the pre
sumption of disclosure, the attorney general directs agen
cies not to withhold records simply because they can tech
nically do so. In his memo, the attorney general encourages 
agencies to make discretionary disclosures of records and 
to release records in part whenever they cannot be released 
in full. 

Attorney General Holder also established a new stan
dard for the defense of agency decisions to withhold re
cords in response to a FOIA request. Now, the department 
will defend a denial only if the agency reasonably foresees 
that disclosure would harm an interest protected by one 
of the statutory exemptions, or if disclosure is prohibited 
by law. Under the previous defensibility standard of the 
rescinded rules, the department had said it would defend 
a denial if the agency had a "sound legal basis" for its deci
sion to withhold. 

In addition to establishing criteria governing the pre
sumption of disclosure, the attorney general's FOIA guide
lines emphasize that agencies must be sure to have in place 
effective systems for responding to requests. In the memo, 
the attorney general calls on each agency to be fully ac
cotmtable for its administration of the FOIA. 

Attorney General Holder's memo also emphasizes 
that FOIA is the responsibility of everyone in each agency 
and that, in order to improve FOIA performance, agencies 
must address the key roles played by a broad range of per
sonnel who work with each agency's FOIA professionals. 
The memo highlights the key role played by agency chief 
FOIA officers, who will now be reporting each year to the 
Department of Justice on their progress in improving FOIA' 
administration. 

Furthermore, the attorney general also directs FOIA 
professionals to work cooperatively with FOIA requesters, 

• 

to anticipate interest in records before requests are made, 
and to make requested records available promptly. 

The Office of Information Policy will conduct train
ing and provide guidance on the new FOIA guidelines to 
.executive branch departments and agencies, as well as to 
interested groups, in order to maintain a comprehensive 
approach to greater government transparency. 

Presidential Records Update 
Progress also continues to be made with regard to the 

presidential records issue. On April1, without any debate, 
the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 
Committee by voice vote cleared an amendment in the na
ture of a substitute for the "Presidential Records Reform 
Act of 2009," (H.R. 35). The bill is now ready to go to the 
Senate floor for consideration. 

On January 7, 2009, the House of Representatives ap
proved the original H.R. 35 by an overwhelmingly bipar
tisan vote of 359-58. While the two versions of the bill are 
very similar, there are some changes in the bill that will 
need to be worked out between the House and Senate, 
either in conference or informally, before the bill can ulti
mately be enacted. 

The major differences between the House and Senate 
bills are the length of time the incumbent and former presi
dent have to review any records upon notice of intended 
release by the archivist. The House bill had a twenty-day 
review period with the possibility of an extension for an 
additional twenty days. The Senate bill changes those time 
frames to sixty days for the initial review with a thirty-day 
extension. So the total review period goes from forty days 
in the House to ninety days in the Senate. 

The Senate substitute also includes language from 
the House-passed bill requiring the Archivist of the Unit
ed States to deny access to original presidential records 
to any designated representative of a former president if 
the designee had been convicted of a crime relating to the 
review, retention, removal, or destruction of records of 
the archives. The bill language was inspired by the well
publicized theft of documents from the National Archives 
by President Clinton's former National Security Advisor 
Samuel R. (Sandy) Berger. On Aprill, 2005, Berger pleaded 
guilty to one misdemeanor count of unauthorized removal 
and retention of classified documents. 

While the Obama administration has made much 
progress with regard to improving access to government 
records, Congress continues to press the case with the 
White House. House Oversight and Government Reform 
Committee Chairman Edolphus Towns sent a letter in Feb
ruary to White House Counsel Gregory Craig seeking an 
update on how the Obama administration is meeting its 
obligations to preserve e-mails under the Presidential Re
cords Act (PRA) and White House policies on the preserva
tion of e-mail records. The letter cited the problems involv
ing the Bush administration's apparent failure to preserve 
thousands of White House e-mails. 

The committee requested updated information on 
how new information technology systems were imple
mented in the closing months of the Bush administration 
and their status at the beginning of the Obama adminis-

tration. The letter also inquired as to what policies and 
procedures were put in place to ensure that official e-mails 
subject to the Presidential Records Act are captured and 
preserved by government information technology system. 
The committee wanted to know what procedures exist 
for ensuring that all messages sent or received by White 
House staff on private, nongovernmental e-mail accounts 
are properly categorized as presidential records or non
presidential records. 

On April 13, 245,763 pages of Ronald Reagan and 
George H.W. Bush presidential records were opened for 
research at their respective libraries. These records were 
still pending at the end of the George W. Bush administra
tion on January 20,2009. They were released in accordance 
with the Presidential Records Act and the new Executive 
Order 13489 addressing presidential records, which was 
signed by President Obama on January 21, 2009. 

In making the announcement, Acting Archivist of the 
United States Adrienne Thomas said, "I am delighted that 
the Obama administration has cleared the way to open 
these presidential records. This action allows the American 
people to view historical records relating to the presidency 
and judge for themselves the actions of federal officials." 

The Ronald Reagan library opened 244,966 pages of 
records processed in response to hundreds of Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) requests. These records include the 
Presidential Briefing Papers collection, Office of Speech
writing research material, and approximately 13,000 pages 
of declassified records on numerous foreign policy top
ics. To date, more than ten million pages of presidential 
records have been processed at the Reagan library (<http:// 
www.reagan.utexas.edu/archives/research.htrnl>). 

The George H. W. Bush library opened 797 pages of 
records that deal with Saudi Arabia. To date, more than 
six million pages of presidential records have been pro
cessed at the Bush library (<http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/ 
research>). 

Legislation Introduced to Improve the 
Teaching of American History and Civics 

In March, Senator Lamar Alexander, along with co
sponsors Senators Kennedy and Byrd, introduced a bill (S. 
659) called the "Improving the Teaching and Learning of 
American History and Civics Act of 2009." 

The bill would do the following. 
• Increase the annual authorization (from $100 mil

lion to $150 million) for funding "Teaching Amer
ican History" programs in local school districts. 

• Create Presidential Academies for the Teaching of 
American History & Civics. 

• Create Congressional Academies for Students of 
American History & Civics. 

• The two academies would be authorized at $50 
million for the period FY 2010-2015. 

• Authorize appropriations for National History 
Day. In FY 2009, for the first time, National His
tory Day received $500,000 in federal funding. 

See WHITE /10 .... 
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Sanford and the Duke history department persuaded this 
pivotal figure in American history to come to Duke to com
plete his career. John Hope would return to his beloved 
Durham, where he could build a large greenhouse for his 
cherished collection of orchid plants, pursue his teaching 
and writing, and spend his last decades in the place he re
ally saw as home. · 

Students loved John Hope. Colleagues cherished his 
wit and repartee. He started teaching classes at the law 
school, as well as in history. His course in constitutional 
law, taught with Walter Dellinger and William E. Leuchten
burg, won universal praise. And the three scholars went 
to testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee in Wash
ington, D.C., playing a major role in helping to defeat the 
nomination of Robert Bork for the position of Associate 
Justice of the United States Supreme Court. 

Although then in his eighties, John Hope Franklin 
never slowed down. He received the Presidential Medal 
of Freedom in 1995 (even as reminders of an abiding rac
ism persisted when a white woman at the Cosmos Club 
handed him her receipt from the cloak room and asked 
him to fetch her coat); President Clinton asked him to chair 
his National Conversation on Race; and John Hope Frank
lin embarked on his masterful memoir, Mirror to America, 
published in 2005. 

In 1999, his beloved Aurelia passed away, and John 
Hope circulated a privately printed celebration of their 
partnership of fifty-nine years that they had written togeth
er entitled, For Better or Worse. Elegant, understated, and 
loving, it testified to the bedrock relationship of his life. 

Still, the new century continued to bring moments 
of profound insight and gratification to John Hope's life. 
From the time he was a child, his mother had told him that 
whenever anyone asked him what he wanted to be when 
he grew up, he should say, "the first Negro president of the . 
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working to help grow the number of community college 
members by hosting the next community college workshop 
at his campus, Hillsborough Community College in Tam
pa, Florida; and Felix Armfield of Buffalo State College, has 
persistently insured that the OAH annual meetings include 
sessions on historically black colleges and universities (HB
CUs). HBCU volunteers have participated in such sessions 
and worked to secure sponsorship for receptions honoring 
the role of HBCUs in the profession. 

Not all of our unsung heroes are practitioners of 
American history. Some of our biggest supporters, like 
businessmen Jay Goodgold and Paul Sperry, and attorney 
Paul Martin Wolff, have not only made generous gifts, but 
have volunteered their time and talent on the OAH Lead
ership Advisory Council. Their love of history and of the 
OAH, like that of so many American historians, is mani
fested in their voluntary spirit. 

OAH could not accomplish a fraction of what it does 
without the voluntary work of its unsung heroes. I have 
singled out a few here in this column, but there are many, 
many others. It is reassuring to know that their spirit and 
support will help insure the future prosperity of the Orga
nization of American Historians. 0 
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United States." John Hope recalled 
that story on his ninetieth birthday, 
which coincided with the second in
auguration of George W. Bush. Feisty 
and engaged as ever, John Hope that 
evening delivered his own "Counter
Inaugural address," tearing into the 
Bush administration for its failure to 
address the ongoing racial divisions 
of American society. At that moment, 
he could not imagine that he would 
live to see the day when America 
would, in fact, elect a black presi
dent-the goal his mother had urged 
him to aspire to nearly nine decades 
earlier. Thus, nothing could have 
been more gratifying than when John 
Hope Franklin met Barack Obama on 
the campaign trail, and lived to see 
him take the presidential oath of of
fice. 

I last saw John Hope two days 
before he went to the hospital. He 
was physically weak, but intellectual
ly alert. Three of us went to lunch at a 
downtown restaurant, which we did 
on a regular basis. John Hope loved 
such experiences. Often, he would 

Charlotte Observer, March 26, 2009. (Kevin Siers, cartoonist Copyright© North America Syndicate.} 

meet strangers on the street who would ask him for his 
autograph. He always obliged. But he also knew that time 
was running out. When someone asked him how he was 
doing at that last lunch, he replied, "I'm in transition." John 
Hope was a person at peace at that moment; happy to have 
lived to witness what he thought never would happen. An 
extraordinary life. An extraordinary gift to all of us. He is 
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Require states to develop and implement standards 
for student assessments in U.S. History. However, there 
would be no federal accountability requirement as there is 
for reading and mathematics. 

Allow for the comparison of history and civics test 
scores of eighth- and twelfth-grade students by establish
ing a ten-state pilot program that would expand the Na
tional Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP). 

The bill has been referred to the Senate Health, Edu
cation, Labor, and Pensions Committee that Senator Ken
nedy chairs. Senator Byrd is the originator of the Teaching 
American History grants program and is a senior member 
of the Appropriations Committee. In addition, Senator Al
exander is a former secretary of education and the ranking 
Republican on the Subcommittee on Children and Families 
that has jurisdiction over the Department of Education. So 
the key players are in a position to move this bill quickly. 

still with us. John Hope Franklin leaves his son John Whit
tington, his daughter-in-law Karen, and his adopted Afri-
can son, Bhouna. 0 · 

Willillm Chafe is Alice Mary Baldwin Professor of History 
at Duke University and served as president of the OAH in 
1998-1999. 

Civil War Preservation Trust 
Releases Annual "Most 
Endangered Battlefields" List 

In March, the Civil War Preservation Trust unveiled 
its annual report on the status of the nation's historic bat
tlegrounds. The report, entitled ''History Under Siege: A 
Guide to America's Most Endangered Ovil War Battle
fields," identifies the most threatened Civil War sites in the 
United States and what can be done to save them. 

The report is composed of two parts. The first section 
presents the ten most endangered battlefields in the nation, 
providing a brief description of the history and preserva
tion status of each site. The second section briefly describes 
the fifteen additional "at risk" sites that round out the top 
twenty-five endangered Ovil War battlefields in the Unit
ed States. 

To see a copy of the report, visit <http:/ /www.civilwar. 
org!historyundersiege/>. The Ovil War Preservation Trust 
is a member of the National Coalition for History. Q 



Building Historical Thinking 
Skills: A Report frorn the Fourth 
Annual TAH Syrnposiurn 

Kelly A. Woestman 

American history content as the core component of 
btiilding historical thinking skills was a common 
theme throughout the Fourth Annual TAH Sym

posium, which took place March 25-26, 2009, and was co
sponsored by H-Net and OAH. Over seventy-five partici
pants ventured to Seattle prior to the start of the OAH an
nual meeting to continue exploring the long-term impact 
of the U.S. Department of Education's Teaching American 
History grant program. Different from the federal project 
directors conference, the symposium seeks to more closely 
examine what we are learning about history and history 
education from TAH grants and how we can continue our 
collaboration after funding ends. 

During his keynote address, "An Antidote for an Ail
ing Profession or an $836,000 Boondoggle: The Future of 
the TAH Program," Stanford professor Sam Wmeburg dis
cussed the federal evaluation requirements for TAH pro
grams and explained his conclusions from analyzing the 
available data. Building on his twenty-year research career 
as a cognitive psychologist, Wineburg emphasized that 
content could not be separated from pedagogy, and that 
we need to develop better methods than the widely-used 
multiple-choice questions to evaluate historical thinking 
skills in both teachers and students. Reflecting some of the 
same sentiments expressed at individual discussion tables 
throughout the symposium, Wineburg recommended sev
eral potential solutions for addressing the weaknesses he 
cited in current TAH evaluation practices. He called for 
allocating "twenty percent of TAH fiscal year funds for 
competitive grants to independent researchers to assess 
and evaluate projects" as well as setting aside one million 
dollars out of every twenty million in awards for "research 
in the development and testing of new measures to assess 
historical understanding and knowledge." 

Furthermore, Wineburg asserted, "deep content mea
sures (DBQ) and measures that assess pedagogical content 
knowledge" should be more widely developed and uti
lized among TAH programs and "one quarter of all grants 
should go to new initiatives for initial teacher training." He 
also called on historians to become much more engaged 
in "working on the 'scholarship of teaching and learning' 
(SoTL) to achieve articulation between middle, second
ary, and college levels." The audience responded to these 
calls for radical changes in the existing TAH evaluation 
structure at the federal level with diverse viewpoints that 
reflected their common concerns for validating and sus
taining effective TAH programs. Wineburg's recommenda
tions echoed the call to action at the federal level proposed 
by Maris Vinovskis at the first TAH symposium, along 
with Bob Bain's discussion of the central role of evaluation 
during the 2007 TAH symposium. 

Prior to the keynote,. panelists and participants from 
Alaska to Vermont to Alabama engaged in table<entered 
discussions that more closely examined the short-term 
and long-term impacts of TAH grants. H-TAH (<http:(/ 
www.h-net.orgf-tah>} coeditors Charles Cbamberlain and 
Kurt Leichtle moderated the panel-audience discussion 
about the incorporation of evaluation as a core CODI{K)

nent of TAH grants. Larry Cebula of Eastern Washington 
University discussed his experiences as a historian who 
never intended to get involved in evaluation. but believed 
it was important that he do so to ensure the centrality of 
American history content to grantprognmuning. Colorado 
State University-Pueblo historian Matt Harris asserted that 
assessment had always been a huge part ol the TAH pro-

Teachers must be involved in TAH 

grants as colleagues and fellow 

professionals alongside historians, 

and that teachers have unique 

expertise to share ifTAH grants are 

to actually impact the teaching of 

American history in the nation's 

classrooms. 

grams in which he has been involved and described how 
his department's involvement has also made an impact on 
teaching history at the university level. Tom Christian of 
the Thorp (WA) SChool District asserted that the marriage 
between American history content and historical thinking 
skills was at the core of successful TAH grants and also 
explained how much he had learned about the nuts and 
bolts of evaluating TAH grants since his involvement be
ganin2003. 

During the next paneL "Historians and History Edu
cators: The Better Angels of Our Nature?," Daniel J. Mc
Inerney of Utah State University, Linda Sargent Wood of 
Arizona State University, and Don Schwarz of California 
State University-Long Beach shared their optimistic views 
of how TAH programs had an impact on their depart
ments and their teaching, and asserted that prospects 
for continuing this engagement with the precollegiate 
history community were bright. Schwarz described his 

aching 
ERICAN 

STORY 

background as a New Yo:rk G ty high school teacher be
fore beamring a history professor and provided a brief 
overview of the history of history educatiOIL Mclnemey 
proclaimed that "'one of the reasons I kept getting up in 
the morning was TAH programs .. and lhen explained how 
his institution's TAH partnerships are viewed positively 
by the university and also reflect \\'ell on the tenure and -_, 
promotion prospects of professors participating in TAH 
p:rojects. Before the audience-centered discussion began. 
the final panelist Sargent Wood. described the collabora
tive process required by any TAH project and how distinct 
that is from the more solitary life most historians expect to 
lead as they pursue their traditional research and scholar
ship. Approximately twenty-five participants then visited 
area Seattle restaurants to continue the conversations that 
evening during the dine around. 

On Thmsday morning, the third panel reflected the 
views of teacher participants in TAH grants. Chaired by H
TAH coeditor Thomas Thurston. this panel explored both 
what teachers receive and. more importantl~ the exper
tise that they can provide to successful TAH grants. Pam 
Gothart of the Madison (AL) County Schools and Mike 
Marchildon of Del Norte (CO) HighSchool shared their ex
periences involving active implementation and writing of 
TAH grants.. Both tmderscored the continuing theme that 
teachers must be involved in TAH grants as colleagues and 
fellow professionals alongside historians, and that teachers 
have unique expertise to share if TAH grants are lo actu
ally impact the teaching of American history in the na~on's 
classrooms. Marchildon cited visiting historic places as one 
way of transforming his teaching and Gothart discussed 
the concept of professional learning communities centered 
on American history to ensure sustainability of the impact 
of TAH grants. c~ .,._ 

Planning is now underway for the Fifth Annual TAH 
Symposium in Washington. D.C., to be held in conjunction 
with the April2009 OAH Annual Meeting. We would like 
to thank The History Channel and the Gilder Lehrman In
stitute of Amerit;an History for their generous support of 
the symposium. Throughout the year, membership in the 
H-TAH community is open to anyone interested in TAH 
grants. More information is available at <http:/ /www.h-net. 
orgl-tah>. 0 

-
H-TAR <wurt.JJ.h-net.orgl-tah> coeditor Kelly A. Woestman 
is professor of history and history education director at Pitts
burg (KS) State University. She has participated in writing 
and implementing TAR grants throughout the country and is 
currently serving as H-Net President. She is coauthor of the 
forthroming book, The Teaching American History Project 
(Routledge, 2009). 
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soon have a new Archivist of the United States. Education 
is high on the nationaJI agenda. These initiatives will sup
port our professional efforts in research, teaching, and aca-

' d'emic as wen as public mstory. 
The digital revolution also presents us with great 

opportunities, as Pete Daniel articulated in his last OAH 
Newsletter column. We do not yet know where this revolu
tion will take us, but it extends beyond our own website 
and internet presence into the world of book and journal 
publishing, teaching, and research. Stay tuned. 

With so many changes taking place in our profession 
.__ and our world, we have embarked on a new strategic plan 

that is currently in the works. Linda Shopes and Pete Dan
iel are cochairing the committee, supported by the expert 
assistance of OAH staff member Michael Regoli. The draft 
of the strategic plan presented to the executive board at its 
March meeting outlined six broad goals: 

• to sustain and strengthen the production and dis
semination of historical scholarship 

• to create a larger and more inclusive OAH 
• to broaden and deepen the OAH's commitment to 

outstanding instruction in American history 
• to meet the challenge of the revolution in infor

mation technology 
• to communicate the OAH's missions, programs, 

and achievements to the profession and a larger 
public 

• to create an integrated, sustainable, and efficient 
organization for the twenty-first century. 

At our meeting in Seattle we had a lively session on 
the strategic plan, where many of you came and offered 
your ideas and suggestions. 

As part of the planning process, David Trask and 
Stephen Andrews put together a survey of the members. 
Nearly one thousand of our members responded to the 
survey. Below, I will share some of the preliminary find
ings that came out of the survey. A more detailed summary 
will appear in the August OAH Newsletter. 

In response to the question, "Why did you join the 
OAH?" the two top responses were "To be part of a com
munity of historians'' (seventy-six percent) and "To receive 
the Journal of American History" (seventy-three percent). Re
spondents rated "support of historical study and research" 
and the JAH as "very important" to their continued mem
bership, along with support for teaching, public history; 
and the annual meeting. These findings indicate that our 
members value the core activities of the organization. 

Reflecting the broadening base of our membership, fif
ty-seven percent of the respondents identified themselves 
as four-year college or university faculty, and forty-three 
percent identified themselves as historians working in oth
er settings, such as public historians, community college 
professors and precollegiate teachers, editors and others in 
the publishing industry, and independent scholars. These 
numbers reflect the ongoing efforts to bring diverse con
stituencies into the "big tent" of the OAH. 

We also learned there is more we can do to improve 
the OAH's digital presence and use of electronic media. 
Only sixty-eight percent of those who responded to the 

survey use the OAH website more than once a semester, 
while thirty percent use it at least once a month. We are ex
ploring ways to make more use of the digiqli possibilities 
available to the OAH, and we welcome any suggestions 
from our members on how we might advance these efforts. 

When asked what they most valued about being a 
historian, the wide-ranging responses clustered into three 
general areas: the personal satisfactions derived from the 
study of history; the comradeship of a shared professional 
endeavor, and a sense of' reward when working with the 
general public such as teaching or informing public opin
ion. In response to the question about the role of profes
sional organizations in their work as a historian, the over
whelming majority, eighty-one percent, stated that they 
were vital for keeping up to date on scholarship, having 
access to the latest research via meetings and publications, 
and for providing settings for networking. Seventy percent 
of respondents said that the OAH met their expectations 
for a professional organization. There was overall support 
for expanding the base of the OAH to include a more di
verse membership. 

The strategic planning committee will continue its 
work over the next several months and will present its plan 
to the OAH Executive Board for approval in November. We 
encourage all of you to participate in this process by bring
ing your ideas to the attention of the committee. Please send 
any ideas and suggestions to <strategic®oah.org>. 

I wish to thank Linda Shopes, Pete Daniel, David 
Trask, Stephen Andrews, Michael Regoli, and all the mem
bers of the committee for their hard work. 0 

· A Valuable Resource for Teaching U.S. History JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY online 

The quarterly OAH Magazine of History features historical scholarship by 

prominent historians, yielding new information and insight on contemporary 

research. The illuminating articles are not only of interest to educators, but 

also appeal to those with a passion for our nations' past. Upcoming themes: 

Migrations, Business History, Colonial America, Disability History, History of 

Technology, Popular Culture, September 11, Cold War, and Civil War. 

As an OAH individual member, if you receive the Journal of American History 
as your primary publication, you may subscribe to the OAH Magazine of 
History for only $20. For more information, visit: <http://www.oah.org/ 

pubs/magazine/>. 

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS 

MAGAZINE OF HISTORY 
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Individual OAH members have acc~s to the electronic version of the 

Journal of American History and a wide range of add itional material. 

Visit: www.journalofamericanh istory.org to find out more about: 
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Teaching the JAH-online 

"teaching packages" that dem

onstrate how a featured article 

might be used in the classroom 

Textbooks & Teaching__:an 

expanded version of the Text

books and Teaching section 

• Special projects such as 
"Through the Eye of Katrina" 

and "American Faces" 

RSO-our exclusive Recent 

Scholarship Online database 

New JAH Podcast-presenting 

extensive interviews with 

authors of Journal articles 

,.w.w. .. w. .• j.o_urna.lo.fam.e.r.ic.a.nh.is..t.or.y~.o~!~~ 



National History Educatio 
Celebrates First Birt day 

gho se 

Teresa DeFiitch 

T
his month, the National History Education Clearing
house celebrates its first birthday. Funded by the U.S. 
Department of Education, <www.teachinghistory. 

org> helps K-12 educators improve American history in
struction by bringing historical content, reliable resources, 
teaching strategies, and current re-
search together in one website. It is 

During our first year we presented a Teaching with 
Textbooks section, which provides educators with ways to 
use textbooks to engage students and question the presen
tation of the past. A new feature, titled Beyond the Textbook, 
will provide ways for teachers to engage students in sub-

topics that teachers may not know well or have effective 
approaches and materials for teaching. 

The NHEC is the place to get answers for your ques
tions on U-5. history education. Over the past year, we have 
received thought-provoking questions through the Ask n. 

quickly becoming the central place 
online for U.S. history education. For 
NHEC staff at the Center for History 
and New Media at George Mason 
University and the History Educa
tion Group at Stanford University, in 
addition to the American Historical 
Association and the National History 
Center, it has been quite a year. New 
features are being developed as we 
continue to add content to aH six sec
tions: History Content, Best Practices, 
Teaching Mnterials, Issues and Research, 
Teaching American Hiswry Grants, and 
Professwnal Development. 

'lr NATIONAL
1 

'HISTORY ! 
- ' EDUCATION 

l.._cLEARINGHOUS1' 1 

Historian and Ask a MaSter Teacher fea
tures. For example, one visitor asked, 
"How can I find out about the num
ber of home sales per year d1llin:g fhe 
Great Depression?"' Ano1:her asked, "'1 
am trying to ifiind CllllTen'l:, naliionaJ da1a 
on students' level of nnt:lerstandiiag and 
knowledge of American. his'I:Oiy.. AEy 
suggestions or studies fual would be1p 
me find :sudh dala?"' ~ an eye out 
for Ask ill Dip HisJ:rmiJzn.. 1his featm:-e 
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Tools for Teachers, a section lhat 
highlights tools for integrating tech
nology into the dassroom, will be 
enhanced and expanded. Located in 
History Content, Tools for Teachers in
cludes descriptions of digital tools, 
such as blogs, Wordle, and Digitn.l 
Storyteller. In addition, we have al
ready begun updating the descrip
tions with information on best prac
tices and classroom ·examples. In the 
future, we will post short videos that 
will highlight how to use the tooL 
why it is useful, and how to start us
ing it in the classroom. 

Too.ls forTeacllers 
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feedba:ek 

will .allow risOOIS il:lll submiil: questions 
on digila[ .resourres il:lll expe1'lls m digiJ:a1 
histmy.. . 

Dw:ing !he past yea1;.. «he NHEC 
also rereived a farelift., wi1ih a new 
design llhlat we ClOlil'fume to impr!(We. 
New mrn1fimediia will the added Ito 

the we'bSite-imolu.cllng ~ 
screeacasls on how to use the INHEC, 
smapshols of TAH edmamrs talling 
a.'bout lessons Jeamed m ~.ghfing 
exempla!y IAH projedls, and meo of 
lhis'lnmms mOOe'ring lllhe pradfire m in
vesligatiing pliimal:y smlr>Ces-

1hese are just a few dn.anges 
planned for the NHEC flease do nm 
hesitate ito :send m; ~ ltba't will 
help srnpe fue serolilrl year. We !loo>k 
furward fto hearing yonmr flhon;ghts and 
sug;gesfinns as we ron'liimre !to grow. 
We welrome yDU tm email m; at <ffifo@ 

iteadhimglilistory-org> or call S66-539-
838LO 

Teresa lJeFLi:tch is project mrm.ager rat the 
N111ion:al His't.ory Etluaiiion Glemngho:use 
<hlf;p:/ lwJJJW..teaohinghis'tmy.:argt>_ Cr£11Ied 
iby the Gmler for Hisi01Jl rJlJ'JJi N.e:w Media Jll . 

One of the central goals of the 
NHEC is to create a community of 
history educators-whether they 
work in classrooms, universities, or 
museums. Therefore, we are work
ing to make visible the wonderful 
resources at museums and historic 
sites on the NHEC. Soon you will see 
reviews of museum programming, 
such as outreach programs, field trips 

The National History Education Clearinghouse is ooline .at <Jittp.JJwww.leacliin.9his!o!yJOry7>_ George Mason University ra:rul tbhe lfuit.OT§I 

FiJin,wad;ion Group .at :Sianfo.r,d Univ.ersi:f:JJ 
wiJh ftmdingftom lf1he US. D.ep.arilment roJ 

and other initiatives, lhat will help classroom educators be
come more familiar wilh the resources offered at museums 
and historic sites around the .country. Furthermore, other 
areas of the website will address teaclrin.g wi1h material 
culture, place-based learning, and best practices for field 
trip visits-

jects that may not be adequately oovered m l:exilbooksJ su.dh 
as slavery or cllallenges Ito New Deallefunns_ These essays 
interrogale the lrist.ori.cal narrative presented m textbook 
entries and state standams, une.arth poin1s of amlrova:sy 
and qaeslions of mquiry ilbat are masked in these ~
tional presentationsJ and ~licate or open up rommon 

Eduoalilm (ED-V?~Q-!0088), the NJZticm:al Histrny &iuoaliJ:m 
Qtlf11'ingh.au.se does nof ~ rJifkrfi lf1he JJia.o.s or pJJlicies 
of ll.ze US Deparlmen1 rof EdnmalioJ1 wr does mm'lion roj ib.rrJide 
Wl1Tl£S, IOI!J111m£ircia1 pro1inutsu w Drg,l211i7Nifiirm iimJif21 mdorS£mmt 
by IJJhe u_s_ GmJernm:mt_ 
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ROY OSENZ EIG DISTINGUISHED 
SERVICE AWARD 
f« an - - -, tx irrdNitflla!s rtfrose C1JI1tlibatiaas 
hare sigrJ:i;fimr:rt emidred oo:r cmderstandilrg and 
fi/!l/l~ llj Ammam histmy 

Jayc:e Appleby. professor emerita. 
Univelsity of California. los Angeles 

Sasaa Anftny. Associate Editor. 
The J'mmraJ. af Americrm 1Iistmy 

Stanley II.. Iatz. Prinreton Univelsit.y 

FRIEND OF HISTORY 
£?2rogt.1izing an - rrfro is rrat a pmfes.sionul 
friiD:rim,. €11" an icr5limfim or acganizJ:ItKm far 
aut.sta.r:rding 5t.If7palt fM tire pc.n:suft af fristariaii 
6f!5EJI11m. 1M tire pub& presenta:tibrr af history. 
€11" fror t!r.e wack af tire OAH.. 

Brian P. Lamb. fuonder and CEO of C-SPAN 
and. host nf Hcalfrr.aff!S 

FREDERICK JACKSON TU 
AWARD 
Far C1l!ll au1ifurs .first txJofc rfealing with same 
sigrri.fican1t pJi= af American lrist:my 

Leslie Bmwn. Williams C:clteg;e 
Upfir.lfliiircg Blade IJurF.ram: 6errdeT,. Cl=, 

111td! Black: i'mrcmrmity; D'eve!a];rment in tlr.e 
Jim Crow· Sar.J.tfr 

m&: lTNIVER.SI'IlT OF KQR.TH CAROLIN:A PRESS 

MERLE CU TI AWA D 
Fol" tlt.e b:est IJ.ook pulit:isfred irr Americarr soaG.l. 
arrdlj ar irrtf!lle.ctr.Jal Fristary 

Vinc.ent wn,. Harrard. University 
The R2npe.r"s Garcferr: Ileatfc and Power in: tlre 
Wand of Atlantic: Slavery 

EiAR'lARU ITNIV'E'RSLIT PRESS 

Pe.kb. HamiiJiiinen. University of Califor:nia, 
Scmta B.ufm'a 

The Cammrcfr.e Empire. 
YALE ITI't'IYERSI'I!Y PRESS 

AY ALLE BRU GTO PRIZE 
Far. tl:re IJ.est i:NJa in Amffiam fraatkr histm:y, 
defined IJ.roadl!j sa as to ilrdacEe. the picr:reer 
periiidS af ail!. ff!!!Igrophiml arens orrd camparisons 
IJ.etweerr Ame.riam fcantW:s and atlrers 

Matthew Jrungl.e. Bmnlmn [allege 
Emeral'ti fi:flly;: All! EJT'fdmrrm.e.rrtrri.IJ.fstory 

afS'eat:tle 
YALE mnYERSI'IT PRESS 

AVE Y 0. CRAVEN ~ A D 
Far the most. ra.rrig;in:ai ooak arT! the rnmirrg af tire: 
fNi1 War. tire CJ.m WaT jeQ'I'.5'. Of" t!r.e era af R'er:an:
stroroacr, ith tire e:xri!ptinrr af rrarks af pCllf!ly 
military fristoty 

Edwald Jblgemer. Yo e ITnive-.tsity 
Tl'ce P'rra.l!J:lem of Em.111tripatian: 'FFre Ca.rr"'fJ!Je:arr 

RaXJI:s af t!re Ameri= fuil W'ar 
l!J!lill$IAD SU'II'E JINi:IVERSI'l!Y YRESS 
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A W A R D WINNERS 

JAMES A. RA; LEY PRIZE 
far a txJak deaifng riJT the hfstary of race relations 
irr tire Bkrited States 

ViJKeDt BmwD. Halvard llnivemcy 
Tl'ce Ee!:zpas f!iar;cfm: Jfleath and Favre~~ irr tfre 

World af Atltmtic Slavery 
HARVARD mii'l'ERSITY PRESS 

WILU PAUL ADAMS It ~RD 
Far tire fJ£St baol< an AmeriCCI/11/:rist.o~ palllfsfre.d 
in a foreign language 

Bemd Greiner, .Ef.amhmg Institute fu 
Social Researm 

War witfroat Frarzt:s: tire USA in: Vietnam 
HAM.RIIRGER. EJIUOK 

ELUS • Hit LEY PRIZE 
FOr tire best IJ.ook-l£rrgjir hjstarical study of the 
pobncal.' emna~ pal.itks, or instftatrarrs of the 
United States, irr its domestrc ar irrte.rrratioaal. 
affairs, from the Cfvil War to the preserrt 

Peggy Pascoe, University of Oregon 
What Comes Naturally: Miscegen.atian Law 
and t!r.e Making af J.lac.e in: America 

OX.FOIID UNIVERSiTY PRESS 

LIBERTY LEG CY FOU DATIO 
~ ARD 
For the IJ.est rook orr any aspect of the struggle 
far ciViL rights irr the Urrite.d States, from the 
aatron's founding to the: present 

Chris Kyers .Asdt, U.S. Pu!Jlic Service Academy 
The: Senator anti the Sharecropper. The 
Freedom Strugg[es of James Q_ Eastl.and 
and Fannie Lou Hamer 

THJ:: N'EW PllSS 

• LEVINE fi. ARD 
Far the. best book in American cultural history 

Peggy Pascoe, University of Oregon 
What Comes Naturally: .Misregenatian Law 
and the. .Making of Race: in: America 

OXFORV UNIVERSiTY PRESS 

E -SCOTT PRIZE 
Far the best dactaral.dissertatiarr fn US. 
women'S l:ri'story 

Jane Alexandra. Berger. Cornell University 
"'When Hard Work Doesn't Pa-y: Gender and 
the Urban Crisis in Baitimore. 19'45-tgSS," 

EBSCO ost: AJfEiliCA: HISTO Y 
DUFEJi 

For sdr.al.mship: frr American bistary frr the. jaumaL 
literature: advarrdng new perspectives orr accepted 
irrl:e.rpcefatians or pf'f!Vfuusi¥ ancarrsidere.d topics 

Smutiab ~ Cha:-.Jua and Claxenre I.ang, 
Uliivei5it:y of lllinais.UI:ba.nat-Cham:paign 

·The 'I.rm.g .Movement' as Vampire: l'e-.tnp;or:al 
and Spatial FaiTacies in Re.t:ent Brad. 
Fieedom Studies~ 

The Jarmrai af African American FIStory, 
Spring 2007 

Dylan Craig Pemringroth. Northwestern 
University and. American Bar Formdation 

~lhe Claims lllf S aves and -Ex-Slaves to Fil1Ill1y 
and. Property: A Tr.msatlantic Comparisonw 

1he Americ:rm. Historiml Review, October 2007 

LOUIS PELZER MEMORIAL AWARD 
Far the best es5a)l in Amerimn history by a 
graduate stu.de:nt 

Jose.ph I.. Yannie.lli, Yale University 
~Gearge thompson among the Africans: 
Empathy. Authority. and Insanity in 
the Age of Ab.otition· 

BINKLEY-STEPHENSON AWARD 
Far tfre IJ.est sdralarly artide publis~ed in The 
Joe mat of American li'isto'J' durirrg the preC£mag 
calerrdar-yem 

'la.mi J. Friedman, Br:ocl:: University 
"Exploiting the North-South Differential: 

Corp.orate Power, Southern Politks and the 
Decline of Org~ed. Laboi after World War ll"' 

The Journal of American History, September 2008 

HUGGI S-QUARLES A ARD 
For graduate students of calor at the dissertation 
research stage of their. Phd!. program 

Kendra. 'Iillla Field, New York University 
"'&rowing Up with the Country': African 

American Migrants in Indian Territory, 
I870'-1920ff 

TACHAU TEACHER OF THE YEAR 
AWARD 
For contrib-utions made by precalle.gjate teachers 
to improve history education 

Patricia J. Monis, EaTiard High School, 
Louisville, Kentucky 

ERIK BARNOU A ARD 
For outstanding reporting or programmiirg on rret
work or cable· tele.visiarr. or in documentary film, 
conce.me.d witfr American /:ri'story, the. study of 
American history, an:djar the promotion of history 

Wings af Defeat. EUiiEWOOV PICtURES, IN'C. , 
Risa .Morimoto and Linda Hoaglund, 
Filmmakers 

Banished, a film produced and directed by 
Man:o Williams and a coproduction of TWO 
TONE PRODUCTIONS, the CENTER FOR INVES
TIGATIVE REPORTING, the INDEPENDENT TELE
VISION SERVICE (ITVS), and the NATIONAL 
BLACK PROGRAMMING CONSORTIUM, with 
major funding provided by the CORPORATION 
FOR. PUBLIC BROADCASTING, Sally Jo Fifer, 
Executive Producer for ITVS 

OAH-JAAS SHORT-TERM RESIDENCIES 
The OAH and the Japanese Association of 
American Studies, with the generous support of 
the Japan-United States Friendship Commission, 
select two u_s_ historians to spend twa weeks at 
Japanese. universities giving lectures, seminars, 
advising students and researchers interested in 
the Americorr past. and joining in the collegiality 
of the host institution. It is part of an exchange 
program that also brings Japanese graduate 
students to the OAH annual meeting. 

Glenn T. Eskew, Georgia State University 
Will visit: Keio University 
Focus: Southern History and Culture 

Anna Pegler-Gordon, Michigan State University 
Will visit: Nagoya City University 
Focus: U.S. Ethnic and Immigration History 

OAH-IMMIGRATION AND ETHNIC 
HISTORY SOCIETY JOHN HIGHAM 
TRAVEL GRANTS 
For graduate students to be used toward costs 
of attending the OAH/IEHS annual meeting 

Hidetaka Hirota, Boston College 

Donald W. Maxwell, Indiana University, 
Bloomington 

Elaine M. Nelson, University of New Mexico 

OAH-ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN HIGHER 
EDUCATION AWARD, DOCTORAL 
FELLOWSHIP 
In recognition of and to promote significant 
research and sCholarship on Abraham Lincoln 
and his era in United States history 

Jared Peatman, Texas A & M University 
Dissertation: UThe Gettysburg Address, 

1863-1965" 

Visit <www.aah.argjactivitiesfawardS> to submit an application and 
for competition roles. Deadline for book awards is October 1, 2009, 

and Deamber 1, 2009 for most others_ 
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The Organization of American Historians thanks the following sponsors 
that contributed to the great success of the 2009 OAH Annual Meeting. 

The History Channel 

Bedford/St. Martin's 

ABC-CLIO 

University of North Carolina Press 

Harvard University 
Department of History 

California Newsreel 

Pacific Northwest Labor History 
Association 

Bullfrog Films 

University of Arkansas Press 

American University Department of 
History, Public History Program 

John Nicholas Brown Center for 
Public Humanities and Cultural Heritage 

Women and Social Movements, 
published by the Center for the 
Historical Study of Women and 

Gender at SUNY Binghamton 
and Alexander Street Press at 

<http://www.alexanderstreet.com> 

Sophia Smith Collection of Women's 
History Archives, Smith College 

The Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger 
Library on the History of Women 

in America, Radcliffe 

Institute for Advanced Study 

University of Delaware 
Department of History 

American West Center, 
University of Utah 

University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 
Department of History 

Department of History, 
Colorado State University 

Library Company of Philadelphia 

Chicago Video Project 

University of Michicagn 

Women's and Gender History Caucus, 
Rutgers University 

Western Association of 
Women Historians 

Gilder Lehrman Institute 
of American History 

JSTOR 

The National Museum of American 
History (NMAH), the NMAH Office 
of Curatorial Affairs, and the NMAH 
Division of Work and Industry 

Pearson 

University of Illinois Press 

Society for Historians of 
American Foreign Relations 

Bill Lane Center for the American West, 
Stanford University 

University of South Carolina 
Department of History and 
its Public History Program 

Labor and Working-Class History 
Association 

Harry Bridges Center for Labor Studies 

National Council on Public History 

Agricultural History Society 

Center of the American West, 
University of Colorado at Boulder 

Western Historical Quarterly 

Department of History, California 
State University, East Bay 

Southern Association for Women 
Historians 

Yale University Department of History 

American Association for State and 
Local History 

Center for Public History and Archaeol
ogy, Colorado State University 

Oxford University Press 

Steven J. Harper 
<http://www.crossinghoffa.com> 

Kendall Hunt Publishing 

Louisiana State University Press 

University of Toronto Press- Jour·nals 

New York University 

Business History Conference 

Department of History, 
University of Washington 

Palgrave 

Hagley Museum and Library 

T WORKING GROUP I From 7 

administrative tasks by evaluating the demands of running a public history program 
prior to hiring a public history program director and including administration as one 
of their primary duties. Departments might also consider hiring at the associate level, 
rather than requiring junior faculty to complete monographs while establishing pub-
lic history programs. Similarly, program administrators should be provided with ad
ministrative assistance. Departments should consider offering them the same course 
reduction that department chairs receive in order to both maintain their programs and 
pursue their own research. 

The Working Group on Evaluating Public History Scholarship is currently so-
liciting comments on the draft report, which is available online at <http://W\vw. 
ncph.org!Portals/13/Careers%20and%20Training!WGOEPHS%20DRAFT%20RE
PORT-22Apri109.pdf>. All suggestions, comments, and concerns are welcome. After 
revisions, the report will go to the governing boards of the AHA, NCPH. and OAH 
for formal consideration. We invite all historians to read the draft report and offer 
feedback. u 

Kristin L. Ahlberg is a historian in the Office of the Historian, U.S. Departmenl of State. She 
is a member of the AHA ProfessWrnd Division and a member of the OAH Newsletter Advi-

..... . -

~-

sory Board. Her book, Transplanting the Great Society: Lyndon Johnson and Food for 
Peace, was published by the University of Missouri Press in 2008. The uiews -eXpressed in this .;c 
article are the author's own and/or those of the Working Group on Evaluating Public History 
Scholarship and not necessarily those of the U.S. Department of State or the U.S. Government. 

Endnotes 
1. Representing the OAH are Constance Schulz (University of South Carolina), Gregory Smoak 

(Colorado State University), and Susan Ferentinos (OAH Public History Manager). Wil
liam Bryans (Oklahoma State University), Kathleen Franz (American University), and John 
Dichtl (NCPH Executive Director) represent the NCPH. The AHA members are Edward 
Countryman (Southern Methodist University), Kristin Ahlberg (U.S. Department of State), 
and Debbie Ann Doyle (AHA Public History Coordinator). ! ·would like to thank my fellow 
working group members for their comments and helpful suggestions and my colleagues on 
the OAH Newsletter Advisory Council for their support. 

2. Gregory E. Smoak, 'The Working Group on Evaluating Public History Scholarship," OAH 
Newslefter, Volume 36, Number 3, August 2008, pp. 1, 8. Reprinted in Public History Ne-.us, 
Volume 28, Number 4, September 2008, pp. 3, 1(}-11 and Perspectives on History, September 
2008. 

3. American Historical Association_ Statement on Standards of Professional Conduct, approved 
by the Professional Division_ December 9, 2004 and adopted by Council, January 6, 2005. 
(Wholly revised from an earlier statement adopted May 1987; amended May 1990, May 
1995, June 1996, January and May 1999, June 2001, and January 2003) <http://www.histori
ans.org/pubs/Free/ProfessionalStandards.cfm>. 

4. American Historical Association_ Redefining Historical Scholarship: Report of the American Histori
cal Association Ad Hoc Committee on Redefining Scholarly Work, December 1993 (<http://www. 
historians.org!pubs/Free/RedefiningScholarship.html>). 

Register now for the May 28-30 
Community College Workshop 
in Tampa, Florida • 
M ore students take the U.S. history survey course at community colleges than at 

any other institution of higher education. To assist community college profes
sors, the OAH has developed a new series of regional workshops to provide profes
sional enhancement opportunities and materials for community college professors 
teaching the survey course. Spanning three days, the regional workshops include 
plenary-style panels and small group break-out sessions focused on seven core sub
jects related to teaching the U.S. History Survey course, and three regional issues, as 
well as hands-on curriculum development. 

The Tampa workshop will be held at Hillsborough Community College in Ybor 
City. Featured speakers include Louis Galambos and Raymond Arsenault. For de
tails on the program, see http://W\VW.oah.org!cc/09wkshp!fl-program.pdf. All par
ticipants will receive a $200 stipend. To register for the workshop, point your brows
er to http://W\VW.oah.org!cc/ 0 
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NARA to Accelerate the Processing 
of Records at Three Presidentiar Libraries 

Adrienne Thomas, Acting Archivist 

-~n the past few years, the 
National Archives has been 
engaged in a major project 

to eliminate the huge backlog 
of unprocessed records in its 
Washington area facilities. 

1he results have been im
pressive-thirty-seven per
cent of this backlog has been 
processed and appropriately 
described in our Archival Re-

Thomas search Catalog and made avail
able for efficient research at NARA over the past two years. 

Now, we are launching a project to deal with a back
log of unprocessed records and unfulfilled Freedom of 

Summer Graduate History Courses 
at Mystic Seaport 

Since 1955 

THE MUNSON INSTITUTE 
& 

PAUL CUFFE MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP 
Fully accredited 6-week program of American 
maritime history. Classroom enhanced by field 

seminars, the museum's waterfront campus 
& unique research resources. Financial aid 

and/or on-campus housing available. Munson 
Institute also offers Cuffe Grants up to $2,400 

promoting inquiries into race & ethnicity in 
maritime America, including its workforce 

and waterfront communities 
Contact: The Munson Institute 
Mystic Seaport, P.O. Box 6000 

Mystic, CT 06355-0990 
Phone: 860 572 0711 ext. 5089 

Email: munson@mysticseaport.org 
www .mysticseaport.org 
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Information Act (FOIA) requests at the three presiden
tial libraries govemed by the Presidential Records Act of 
1978 and whose records are currently subject to FOIA re
quests-the Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, and Wil
liam J. Ointon hbraries. 

In the aftermath over the dispute of ownership of 
the presidential materials of Richard M Nixon, Congress 
passed the Presidential Records Act of 1978.lt declared all 
official presidential records to be government property, be
ginning with the first new presidential administration after 
the bill was enacted. It also stipulated that anyone could 
file a FOIA request for access to these records five years 
after the end of an administration. 

The president's budget request for fiscal year 2009 
and the subsequent congressional appropriation included 
funding for fifteen new archivists and six new archives 
technicians to increase the archival staff at these libraries in 
order to speed up the processing of the records and short
en our response time to FOIA requests. Here is the plan: 

First, we are compiling and reviewing folder-level in
ventories for all presidential records to make those inven
tories publicly available on each of the libraries' web pages. 
We believe this will result in requests for fewer records 
since researchers will have a better guide as to content 
and context of our holdings and be able to identify more 
precisely the records they want us to process-and within 
those records to prioritize what they want processed first. 

The Reagan Library has already posted the majority 
of these titles on its web site, <www.reagan.utexas.edu/>. 

Second, we will limit the number of textual pages that 
we will provide an individual requester at any given time 
to no more than 50,000; after that, the requester will have 
to go to the back of the FOIA queue. As a result of lim
iting the number of pages per requester at any one time, 
we will be able to service more customers since requesters 
will not get stalled behind very large FOIA requests. For 
the same reasons, we have also limited the number of elec
tronic records we will process for any one requester to 500 
hits or 15,000 pages and have placed caps on the number 
of fulltime equivalent staff (FTE) that will be dedicated to 
processing electronic records. 

Third, each library has committed staff to systemati
cally reviewing records, which is significantly faster than 
processing in response to individual FOIA requests. Sys
tematic review of series and subseries of records has the 
added benefit of getting more records into the public do-

main, and thus decreasing the number of records that need 
to be processed in response to FOIA requests. 

Under this plan, we expect to see significant results. 
In 2010, we expect to process 150,000 to 200,000 more 

pages than this year, for a total of 1.5 million pages to be 
processed at the Reagan Library. At the Bush Library, we 
are expecting a one hundred percent increase in processed 
pages of records. At the Clinton Library, we expect four 
hundred percent increase in processed records. 

We believe that these new procedures will, when fully 
implemented, result in a yearly increase of more than 1.3 
million pages processed, a one hundred percent increase 
over FY 2008. We are also studying other methods of im
proving records processing to open even more records to 
the public. 

At the same time, the additional staff will help us deal 
with the increasing quantity of electronic records that we 
must process, especially with the Clinton administration, 
and even more with the records of the George W. Bush ad
ministration. George W. Bush's library is being built on the 
campus of Southern Methodist University in Dallas, and is 
now located at a temporary site in Lewisville, Texas. Under 
the 1978 legislation, the Bush records will be available to 
FOIA requests on January 20, 2014. 

NARA's other presidential libraries, from Hoover to 
Carter, are not subject to the 1978 legislation. All of their 
papers were deeded to the government by the former 
presidents, except in the case of Nixon. In the aftermath 
of the Watergate controversy, which led to Nixon's resig
nation, Congress seized those materials in 1974 and held 
them in the Washington area. With the transfer of the pri
vate Nixon library to NARA in 2007, those records are be
ing moved to the NARA-operated Nixon facility in Yorba 
Linda, California. 

This plan for the Reagan, Bush, and Clinton libraries 
represents a significant staff commitment to meeting our 
goals of getting more information about these administra
tions out to the public. It also provides a framework for 
efficient operation of the George W. Bush Library when 
it opens. 

We will continue to work on improving our plans as 
we learn from our efforts what works and what does not. 
Our goal is to open as many presidential records as possi
ble in the shortest time possible to the American public. 0 



Five Stealth Transfortnations 
of Atnerican Higher Education 

John Zeugner 

R
ecent studies and data collections (Spellings, AFT, 
AAUP, NCES, DOE) have begun to adumbrate the 
elephant in the living room of American higher ed

ucation. Below are five partial tracings of the behemoth's 
outline- ones that, though crucial and controlling, some
how do not get much attention in the formal analyses. Af
ter a brief itemization of these five mostly hidden aspects, 
I proffer one possible future scenario that might allow the 
beast to placate and at the same time demolish its keepers. 

1. The Growth of Contingent Faculty 
This is of primary and immediate importance because 

this transformation conditions how all other transforma
tions play out. Latest counts (themselves a few years out
of-date) indicate that at least fifty percent of all instruction 
in all universities is conducted by contingent faculty; at 
least sixty percent of all instruction in the first two years of all 
universities is delivered by contingent faculty; and that near
ly seventy percent of instruction at two-year institutions is 
carried out by contingent faculty. Equally indicative is the 
universally accepted observation that three-fifths of all new 

Receive e-mail notices of 
the latest scholarship 

in U.S. history 
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Recent Scholarship Online is a searchable, 
cumulative database of history-related citations 
for articles, books, dissertations, and CD- ROM S. 

Developed by the Journal of American History, the 
database contains tens of thoOsands of ci tations 
from over 1,100 journals. 

Sign up to receive customized monthly e-mails of 
citations to the latest scholarship in your field(s) of 
interest. Choose from a comprehensive list of key 
words and categories to pinpoint your area of interest. 

Available exclusively to OAH individual members 
at: <http:/loah.org/rs>. 

hires are on the contingent track. Contingency has many 
names: adjuncts, visiting professors, staff appointments, 
instructors, TAs, professors of practice, administrative staff 
teaching appointees, lecturers, and outside mentors. All of 
these contingent faculty are underpaid, most without any 
benefits, and all are on temporary, highly insecure con
tracts. Thus substantial university instruction has been out
sourced to an exploited, anxious, overworked contingent 
group. That decision, most probably driven by economic 
exigency, but undoubtedly exacerbated by an ever-dimin
ishing tenure system (with its star salary system), pro
foundly shapes inatt~tion to the student learning 

evaluating facilities and consulting rating systems that, as _;::. 
the Spellings Report makes clear, have no capacity to judge 
student learning within any particular university setting. 
And in a market-driven splendid meshing, the compensa
tion gap between tenure track and contingent faculty (who 
do the majority of the teaching) partially generates funds 
to keep competitive in the facilities game. The differential 
underwrites the lush accoutrements apparently required 
to fill the dorms-the cable connections, the meal options, 
the fitness rooms, the counseling, advising, and recreation-
al settings. 

process, and puts extraordinary emphasis on imme- ,, 
diate status quo satisfaction. Such focus panders to ------------------------
student evaluations, and banishes controversy and Contingency has many names: adjuncts, visiting 
academic freedom. Given such working conditions, professors, Staff appointments, instructors, 
the possibility of curriculum development and eval-
uation recedes dramatically (see #2 below), and the TAs, professors of practice, administrative staff 
precariousness of contingent faculty employment teaching appointees, lecturers, and outside 
accelerates the collapse of rigor (see #3 below). mentors. All of these contingent faculty are 

2. The Atomization and 
Dissolution of Curriculum 

underpaid, most without any benefits, and all are 
on temporary, highly insecure contracts. 

The end result of graduate education's spe
cialization and single discipline focus is a curricu-
lar vista without horizon markings, and the end result of 
tenure track's usual rubrics of advancement is a candidate 
proffering facility in some microscopic arena and not 
much else. Consumer culture dictates an obsession with 
choice and elicits shallow responses, thus the university, 
in instructor and receptor, cannot comprehend, much 
less implement, core education. Most attempts at general 
or core education disintegrate into disguised specialized 
courses veneered with a "skills focus." Linkage, connec
tion, integrated intellectual scaffolding, and collaboration 
are wholly aleatory and unrewardable. The recent Spell
ings report in its call for uniformly exchangeable units of 
credit legitimizes pebbles of knowledge consumption. The 
university seems powerless to interdict its cornucopia na
ture and thereby accelerates its marginalization. 

3. Investment Contracts and the Collapse of Rigor 

5. The Digitization of Content 
Perhaps the most difficult to grasp, this development ' 

is the most relentlessly accelerating transformation. As 
the software of data collection and analysis sophisticates, 
traditional scholarly inquiry methods get jettisoned or 
marginalized. The concept of intellectual property revises 
daily so that notions of "ownership" etiolate in the virtu
al universe. Collaboration and speed drives all before it. 
Knowledge that cannot be reduced to algorithms or emo
tional icons becomes worthlessly antiquarian. The cartoon 
graphic domain transforms thinking itself. 

While new institutions of learning may emerge that 
can find marketable, relevant aspects of these transforma
tions, it seems doubtful whether they will resemble current 
universities. One possible scenario might go as follows: 
heavily endowed elite institutions perpetuate themselves 
in the current irrelevant model, turning out "educated 
leaders" (ala the U.K.) who self-replicate leadership po
sitions and articulate "liberal arts" values in governing, 
media, and entertainment arenas. But universities with 

The acceptance of massive debt always is predicated 
on some kind of contract and parents and students who 
incur $30,000 to $80,000 debt have expectations of some 
kind of reward, some measured success. Superior grades 
become the visible emblem the university bestows upon 
its regular renters, graduation its ultimate seal of contract 
completion. As the contract becomes ever more expensive, 
ever more certain become its terms. Presumably some tip
ping point arrives when the massive expenditure finally 
admits its premise-the direct purchase of degrees. 

4. The Enshrinement of Facil ities 

less than one billion dollar endowments explode into satel-
lite: credentialing operations linked directly (ala Japan) to 
c~i$.pany research institutes, or feeder employment agen
cies, or massive distance learning entities, or proliferating - ~ 
national service/military academies both at state and fed
eral levels, achieving the "de-stealthing" of the five trans
formations above, and the full implementation of them. 0 

Given the disciplinary differentiation inherent in the 
reward structures for faculty, there cannot be much con
sensus on what constitutes "the educational experience"; 
by default potential students and their parents end up 

John Zeugner (<jzeugner@Wpi.edu>) is · professor of history, 
emeritus, at Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Mas
sachusetts. He also taught extensively in London, Tokyo, Osaka, 
and Kobe. 
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Wyatt Burghardt . 
"Burg" Turner 

On January 11, 2009, 
Dr. Wyatt Burghardt "Burg" 
Turner died at the age of nine
ty-three. As a teenager, Dr. 
Turner left the household of 
his parents and five brothers 

, in Jamaica, New York, to care 
;.J._,.. for his grandmother in Richmond, Kentucky, where he fin

ished high school. He went on to Kentucky State College, 
graduating cum laude in 1939 with honors in history and 
sociology. Out of college, Turner trained with the African 
American 92nd (Buffalo) Division at Fort McClellan, Ala
bama and Fort Huachuca in Arizona. In spite of passing 
all the tests for officer's training school and ASTP, he was 
denied the opportunity for advanced training by his com
manding officer, and eventually was deployed to Italy dur
ing World War II. 

Following discharge in 1946, Dr. Turner returned to 
New York and resumed graduate studies in history, com
pleting his Master's and all but his doctoral thesis at Co
lumbia University. Although it was difficult to get a job 

Action Items of the OAH Executive Board 
. At its Spring 2009 meeting at the Sheraton Seattle Ho

tel, March 26-28, the OAH Executive Board took the fol
" lowing actions: 

• Approved unanimously the minutes and consent 
agenda of its fcill executive board meeting in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, October 25, 2008. 

• Approved unanimously an amendment to the OAH 
Bylaws, item 2a, to allow the OAH president to fill service 
and award committee vacancies that occur between annual 
Committee on Committees appointments. OAH Bylaw 
2a now reads, "The President shall preside at the official 
meetings of the Organization and the Executive Board and 
shall perform all duties of the presiding officer, including 

,i ,::~ the appointment of ad hoc committees. The President shall 
also fill service and award committee vacancies created by 
a member's death or resignation that occurs between the 
annual appointment meetings of the Committee on Com
mittees. The President-Elect shall appoint the Committee 
on Committees, including its chair, and serve in the ab
sence of the President. The Vice President shall appoint the 
Program Committee and the Convention Local Resource 
Committee." 

r 
~--

• Approved OAH as a signatory to an amicus brief 
supporting the Regents of the University of California 
in the case Association of Christian Schools International v. 
Stearns, et a!. 
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due to the rampant discrimination of the era, Dr. Turner 
held jobs as a Naval records archivist and Social Security 
examiner before becoming a teacher. He taught elemen
tary school in Bay Shore, New York, where he was the first 
African American employed in the school district; junior 
high in New York City; and high school in Patchogue, 
where he was one of the first African American teachers 
in the district. 

In the late 1960s, Dr. Turner joined the faculty at the 
State University of New York at Stony Brook. During his 
twenty year tenure at Stony Brook, he introduced courses 
in African American history and Native American histo
ry in the history department. As one of the first African 
American faculty members on the campus, he called on 
the university leadership to acknowledge. and rectify the 
discrimination experienced by minorities in academia and 
society in general. In this capacity, he chaired Stony Brook's 
President's Committee on Equal Emp.loyinent Opportunity 
and served as a bridge between the university and com
munity civil f'ights ~. -In 1988, Stony Brook University 
named its Graduate Diversity Fellowship program after 
Dr. Turner to recognize his accomplishments and to keep 
alive his vision of a supportive, integrated community of 

. • Approved unanimously the recommendation of the 
OAH Nominating Board that: a.) its annual meetings be 
staffed by executive office personnel, and b.) the executive 
director notify candidates, both successful and unsuccess
ful, of the outcome of each OAH election. 

• Approved unanimously that candidates standing 
for election to the OAH Executive Board are notified that 
travel expenses to attend board meetings may not be sub
sidized by the organization. 

• Approved unanimously that the OAH Executive 
Director modify the amounts of OAH awards and prizes 
so that the underlying funds of each are on a sustainable 
basis. 

• Approved unanimously the FY 2010 budget, with 
· an instruction to management to present a revised bal
anced budget by July 1, 2009, which reflects $50,000 less 
in revenue. 0 

2009 OAH Election Results 
OAH President: Elaine Tyler May, University of Min

nesota; OAH President-Elect: David Hollinger, Univer
sity of California, Berkeley; and OAH Vice President: Al
ice Kessler-Harris, Columbia University. OAH Executive 
Board: Doris D. Dwyer, Western Nevada College; ~6n 
A. Gutierrez, University of Chicago; and Mary Kelley, 
University of Michigan. OAH Nominating Board: George 
Chauncey, Yale University; Rosemary Kolks Ennis, Syca
more High SchooL(Cincinnati, Ohio); and Kathleen Smith 
Kutolowski, The College at Brockport, State University of , 
New York. Total ballots cast: 955. 0 

scholars. Today, the Turner Fellowship Program supports 
the success of 120 underrepresented Master's and Ph.D . 
students enrolled at Stony Brook University. 

A tireless worker on social issues affecting minori
ties, Turner helped to found and served as presiqent of the 
Brookhaven NAACP. He also served as chairperson of the 
Suffolk County Human Rights Commission and the Eco
nomic Opportunity Council of Suffolk County. His dedica
tion to promoting a more integrated and diverse society 
led to recognition by numerous groups, including citations 
by the National Coilference of Christians and Jews and the 
Long Island Minority Educators Association. 

Professor Turner did not receive his doctorate until 
2007, due to some of the very obstacles that the fellowship 
bearing his name seeks to overcome. In that year, Stony 
Brook University awarded Burg Turner an honorary Doc
torate in Humane Letters. 

Dr. Turner died in Silver Spring, Maryland. He is sur
vived by his wife, Joyce Moore Turner; three children; and 
five grandchildren·. 0 

Nancy Tomes 
Stony Brook University 

Register now for the 
.June 18-20 OAH Community 
College Workshop in 
Warwick, Rhode Island 

M ore students take the U.S. history survey 
course at community colleges than at any 

other institution of higher education. To assist com
munity college professors, the OAH has developed 
a new series of regional workshops to provide pro
fessional enhancement opportunities and materials 
for community college professors teaching the sur
vey course. Spanning three days, the regional work
shops include plenary-style panels and small group 
break-out sessions focused on seven core subjects 
related to teaching the U.S. History Survey course, 
and three regional issues, as well as hands-on cur
riculum development. 

· The Rhode Island workshop will be held on 
the Warwick campus of the Community College of 
Rhode Island. Featured speakers include Daniel J. 
Kevles, Colin Calloway, Michael McGerr, and Brad
ford Martin. Site visits include the Samuel Slater 
Mill in Pawtucket and the John Brown Museum in 
Providence. An optional Newport evening includes 
a tour · of Cornelius Vanderbilt II's 70-room man
sion, The Breakers, and dinner at a seaside Newport 
restaurant. For details on the program, see <http:// 
www.oah.org!cc/09wkshp/ri-program.pdf>. 

All participants will receive 
a $200 stipend. To register for the 
workshop, point your browser to 
<http:/ /www.oah.org!cc/>. 0 



Historians Writing Fiction 
To the Editors: 

I failed to see any point whatsoever in the front page 
article entitled "Footnotes to Fiction" in the February 2009 
issue. There is not even any indication of publication of the 
subject book, apart from the picture of an end jacket. Was 
this supposed to publicize a book by OAH members? If 
so, I would ask space to write about my historical novel, 
which shows how the South would have won the Civil 
War had the other leaders had the gumption to stand up 
against the incredibly ineffective Jefferson Davis. We Were 
All Men of Honor is published on a print-on-demand basis, 
by Xlibris, Inc. 

If it is not a case of seeking publicity, I would then ar
gue that my novel is of greater significance than Blindspot, 
because it is concerned with actual history, rather than 
with interpretation of public attitudes. 

Was the idea that historians can write fiction the basic 
premise? Well, engineers who are historical scholars can 
write fiction, too, so I score equally on that point. I venture 
that few scholars of the Civil War have the same under
standing of the desperate situation of the Confederacy's 
railroads as I acquired in order to create my novel. Oh, 
they may be well aware of a disintegrating system as time 
passed, but do they have in mind a full comprehension of 
the patchwork nature of the basic system? 0 

GilbertS. Bahn, Ph.D. 
Moorpark, CA 

Semantics and Spelling: A New 
Perception of Viet Nam 

In the February 2009 OAH Newsletter, I noticed that my 
article, "Lest We Forget," was edited to comply with cur
rent standards of spelling-mainly, spelling VietNam as, 
"Vietnam." To give a sense of this semantic issue, consider 
my article, "Who Are Our Fathers," on page 163 in the June 
2007 Journal of American History, in which I explained the 
reasoning for the two-word spelling of VietNam. 

I suggest a return to the original spelling of Viet 
Nam to help readers, mainly Americans, realize that Viet 
Nam is a country, not a war. The effects of the war in Viet 
Nam remain very strong in the hearts and minds of many 
Americans, especially of my generation. I can offer the wa
ter of knowledge, but we know we cannot make anyone 
drink. As academics and scholars, you know the impor
tance of words. You know the great weight of semantics 
on perception. 

It is my experience that for many Americans the con
densed spelling is generally assc;>,R~ted with, at least sub
consciously, the charged emoti&\5" of the longest war in 
our history (1964-1975) against a small, far-away country. 
Spelling names as the Vietnamese do (without diacritical 
tonal marks) would develop a process not only of thinking, 
but feeling for other humans; something a war strips away. 

Since its inception about 2,000 years ago, VietNam (or 
Nam Viet) has always been spelled as two words in this 
mono-syllabic culture. The name derives from the words: 
Viet, meaning "people," and Nam, meaning "south." This 

was to differentiate the Viets 
(the people of the south), 
from the people of the north, 
the Chinese. 

Ihe OAH Distinguished Lectureship Program connects you with over 

300 outstanding U.S. historians, perfect for public programs, campus 

convocations, lecture series, teacher workshops, History Month 

The late Philip Jones 
Griffiths, noted photojour
nalist and author, explained 
that the name VietNam was 
changed by The New York 
Times to "Vietnam" in the 
1940s and 1950s as a result 
of reporters filing stories by 
telex. Similar to a telegraph, 
the telex system charged 
money for each word, mak
ing a story about Dien Bien 
Phu, Ha Noi, Sai Gon, Da 
Nang, and VietNam fairly 
expensive. At that time it 
made economic sense to 
condense the words into 
one. 

Many American style 
manuals created in the 1970s 
set the rules of the written 
road often with little appre
ciation or understanding of 
Asian culture. Dictionaries 
simply report the current 
usage of a word. Today, 
electronic communication 
is far less bound by com
mercial restraints: a space or 
two costs nothing. It makes 
sense to change the rules of 
the written road for this spe
cial case. 

observances, and conference keynotes. 

<www.oah.org/lectures> contains a complete list of participating 

speakers as well as information on scheduled lectures. Visit today! 

Call 812-855-7311 for more information. 

You might ask why the Vietnamese do not correct this -£ 

issue. Perhaps they feel it is impolite to correct the mistakes 
of others. Perhaps they are unwilling to change the status 
quo. When you see "Vietnam" written on commercial 
products, I assure you, it is for export only. It makes eco
nomic sense to meet the expectations of your customers. 

It is my opinion that, as a result of the war in Viet 
Nam, the national psyChe of America suffers a type of Post 
Traumatic Stress Denial. From my perspective, part of th~ _;::
legacy of that war has kept America in a time-warp that 
has somewhat stunted our intellectual, emotional, and 
spiritual growth as a nation. In the futUre, when writing 
your own papers and helping your students with theirs, 
I believe offering this option of spelling will broaden per
spective, encourage further respect, and stimulate interest 
in VietNam and other cultures. Simply by spelling "Viet 
Nam," I believe our national psyche might begin to heal. 

In October 2010, the capitol of VietNam, Ha Noi, will 
celebrate 1,000 years as a city. Accordingly, it would be 
appropriate for America to recognize this historical event 
with words of respect, instead of past emotions. 0 .., 

-Ted Engelmann 
2008 OAH Distinguished Lecturer 

HaNoi, VietNam 

The OAH Newsletter follows The Chicago Manual of Style 
for editorial guidance and Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary for the spelling of words. -eds. 

Contact Us 
The OAH Newsletter encourages your letters as they relate 
to the interests of our members and readers. We reserve the 
right to reject letters that are not consonant with the goals and 
purposes of the organization. Letters are printed verbatim. 
The OAH disclaims responsibility for .statements made by 

i contributors. For contact information and additional editorial ' 
guidelines, please see page 2. Cl 

Congratulations to our 
2009 OAH Annual Meeting 
Raffle Winners! 

Grand Prize Winner 
Maria Cristina Garcia 
Cornell University 
Complimentary registration, and two 
nights hotel accommodations at the 2010 
annual meeting in Washington, D.C 

Grace P. Delgado 
Penn State University 
Complimentary one-year OAH 
membership 

Jon F. Sensbach 
Gainesville, Florida 
Complimentary one-year subscription to 
the OAH Magazine of History 
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"A must-read for Lincoln addicts." 
-Boston Globe 

"Fascinating .. . It brings together 
the kind of platonic ideal of a 

scholarly Lincoln dinner party." 
- The Los Angeles Times 

THE BEST AMERICAN HISTORY ESSAYS ON LINCOLN 
Edited by SEAN WI LENTZ for The Organization of American Historians 

2009/272 pp I $16 95 pb /ISBN· 0-230-60914-7 

Pal grave D~<tnbuto r of Berg Publi>hers.l B Tauns, 
Manche>ter Umver>~ty Press Pluto Press, and Zed Books * 

macm j [[an AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES· wwwpalgrave-usa corn 
. . . 

Winner of the Robert H. Ferrell Book Prize of the Society for Historians of 
American Foreign Relations 
Winner of the Douglas Dillon Award of the American Academy of Diplomacy 

DEAN ACHESON 
A Life in the Cold War 
ROBERT L. BEISNER 
2009 j 832 pp. j 20 halftones I Paperback I $19.95 

New York American Revolution Round Table Best Book of 2007 

ALMOST A MIRACLE 
The American Victory in the War of Independence 
JOHN FERLING 
2009 j 704 pp. ! 41 halftones, 20 maps I Paperback I $19.95 

Never miss an Oxford sale! 
Visit our web site at www.oup.com/us 

1111 Newsletter 
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS 

112 North Bryan Avenue • P 0 Box 5457 
Bloomington IN USA 47 407-5457 
www.oah.org 

A New Political History 
MORTON KELLER 
2009 I 384 pp. I Paperback I $19.95 

Non Profit Organization 
Bulk Rate 

U.S. Postage 
PAID 

Permit No. 116 
Bloomington IN 47401 

Winner of the Frederick Jackson Turner Award of the Organization of 
American Historians 
Winner of the Bancroft Prize 

THE POPULIST VISION 
CHARLES POSTEL 
2009 I 416 pp. I 22 halftones I Paperback I $22.95 

DESPERATE PASSAGE 
The Donner Party's Perilous Journey West 
ETHAN RARICK 
2009 I 304 pp. I Paperback I $16.95 

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US. 
To order. please calll -800-451-7556. In Canada. calll-800-387-8020. 

OXFORD 
UNIVBllSITY PIU!SS 



Ill Distinguished Lectureship Program 
ORGA NiZATION OF 

A.'IIIERJCAN HISTORIANS 

New Lecturers for 2009-2010 
... 

Please join us in welcoming forty-five appointees who join the OAH Distin
guished Lectureship Program roster for 2009-2010. For complete details on 
these and all OAH Distinguished Lecturers, please visit http:/ /www.oah.org/ 

lectures. 
Created in 1981 by OAH president Gerda Lerner, the OAH Distinguished Lec

tureship Program now features more than three hundred and fifty U.S. historians. 
Each speaker has agreed to give one lecture on OAH's behalf during the 2009-2010 
academic year, designating the lecture fee as a donation to OAH. Lecture fees start at 
$1,000. Host institutions pay the lecture fee to OAH as well as the speakers' travel and 
lodging expenses. 

To receive more information or to arrange a lecture, please contact the lecture
ship program coordinator through the web site or phone 812-855-7311. Make arrange
ments early for the best chance at obtaining the speaker of your choice. 0 

Virginia De.John 
Anderson 
University of Colorado, Boulder 

Virginia Anderson has taught early 
American history at the University 
of Colorado, Boulder, since 1985. 
She is author of New England's Gen
eration: The Great Migration and the 
Formation of Society and Culture in 

the Seventeenth Century (1992) and Creatures of Empire: HITUJ 
Domestic Animals Transformed Early America (2004). She is 
also coauthor of the textbook The American Journey (1998; 
5th ed., 2009). Her new book project, The Martyr and the 
Traitor: Taking Sides in the American Revolution, explores the 
personal as well as political transformations that shaped 
individual lives in unexpected ways as the Revolutionary 
crisis unfolded. 

• Bringing Livestock into the History of Early America 
• Nathan Hale: Sociability and Patriotism in the Ameri

can Revolution 
• The Ordeal of Moses Dunbar, Connecticut Loyalist 

Mia Bay 
Rutgers University 

Mia Bay is associate professor of 
history at Rutgers University, and 
the associate director of the Rut
gers Center for Race and Ethnicity 
at the Rutgers Center for Historical 
Analysis. An intellectual historian 
who focuses on African American 

http://www.oah.org/lectures 

history, she is author of The White Image in the Black Mind: 
African-American Ideas About White People 1830-1925 (2000}, 
as well as the recent biography To Tell the Truth Freely: The 
Life of Ida B. Wells (2009). She is currently writing a book 
on African American ideas about Thomas Jefferson and 
has also begun to research a new project on the social his
tory of segregated transportation. 

• "If lola was a Man:" Gender, Politics, and Pubic Protest 
in the Life of Ida B. Wells 

• "Like a Lady" : Female Travelers in the fim Crow South 
• "The Ambidexter Philosopher": Thomas Jefferson in 

Free Black Political Thought 
• Using the Internet to Teach African American History 

"This was the first time we've used 

the OAH Distinguished Lectureship 

Program, and we will look here for 

speakers in the future. The process was 

painless and the quality very high." 

- Diane Gutenkauf 

Robert R. McCormick Museum at Cantigny 

Stephen Berry 
University of Georgia 

Stephen Berry is associate profes
sor of history at the University of 
Georgia, where his teaching and 
writing focus on the Gvil War as a 
lived experience. He is interested 
in how men, women, and families 
reacted to, were shaped by, and 

endured after the conflict that transformed their lives. A 
former National Endowment for the Humanities fellow, 
Berry is author of House of Abraham: Lincoln and the Todds, 
A Family Divided l!y War (2007) and AU That Makes a Man: 
Love and Ambition in the Civil War South (2003). 

• House of Abraham: Lincoln and the Todds, A Family 
Divided by War 

• The Lincoln Marriage 
• Lincoln, The Un-Leader. 
• To Be Great and Good: Lincoln, the Law, and Ethical 

Leadership 
• Using Gvil War Images in the Oassroom 

Troy Bickham 
Texas AI(M University 

Troy Bickham teaches at Texas 
A&M University and specializes in 
the history of Britain and its empire, 
particularly the Atlantic world, dur
ing the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. His first book, SII1Jages 
within the Empire (2005}, explores 
how encounters and relations with 
American Indians affected British material, political intel
lectual and religious culture in the eighteenth century. 
His most recent book, Making Headlines: The American 
Revolution as Seen Through the British Press (2008), explores 
British reactions to the American Revolution. His current 
project examines the War of 18U from an Atlantic per
spective .. He is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. 

• American Indians in the British Imperial Imagination 
• The American Revolution in Britain 
• The American Revolution from a Global Perspective 
• The War of 18U from an Atlantic Perspective 

For complete information on all 
participating OAH Distinguished 
Ledurers, visit: 
www.oah.orgnectures 
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Regina Lee 
Blaszczyk 
Independent Historian, 
Philadelphia, PA 

Regina Lee Blaszczyk is an inde
pendent scholar affiliated with 
the department of the history 
and sociology of science at the 
University of Pennsylvania. Her 
interdisciplinary work focuses on 

the history of consumer society, design and fashion, and 
corporate innovation. She has taught at Boston University, 
Rutgers University-Camden, and the University of Penn
sylvania, and was cultural history curator at the Smithso
nian Institution. She is author of the award-winning Imag
ining Consumers: Design and Innovation from Wedgwood to 
Corning (2002), Major Prol1lems in American Business History 
(2006), Producing Fashion: Commerce, Culture, and Consum
ers (2008), and American Consumer Society, 1865-2005: From 
Hearth to HDTV (2009), among other books. In 2008, she 
received the Harold F. Williamson Prize for mid-career 
achievement from the Business History Conference. 

• American Consumer Society from Hearth to HDTV 
• Dressing America: How Americans Invented Mass

Market Fashion 
• Shop America! Woolworth's to Wal-Mart 
• Women in Business: Catherine Beecher to Oprah 

Winfrey 
• Putting Business and the Economy Back into American 

History 
• Madison Avenue Gets Motivated: Ernest Dichter and 

Postwar Consumer Culture 

Terry Bouton 
University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County 

Terry Bouton is associate professor 
of history at University of Mary
land, Baltimore County. His work 
looks at the connections between 
economics and politics in the 
American Revolution. His book. 
Taming Democracy: "The People," 
The Founders, and the Troubled Endiug of the American 
Revolution (2007), uncovered the aspirations of small farm
ers and tried to understand why so many of them were 
disappointed with how the Revolution ended. Currently, 
he is working on a book that shows how European credi
tors demanded and got many key provisions in the US. 
Constitution. 

• History Written by the Losers: How We Ended Up 
With a "Whiskey Rebellion" 

• Small Farmers and the American Revolution 
• Tar and Feathers, Hillsborough Paint, and a Road Full 

of Manure: The Politics of Ordinary People in Revolu
tionary America 

• Foreign Founders: How European Financiers Helped 
Write the Constitution 
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Ron Briley 
Sandia Preparatory School 

Ron Briley is a history teacher and 
assistant headmaster at Sandia 
Preparatory School in Albuquer
que, New Mexico, where he has 
taught for thirty years. He is author 
of Oass at Bat, Gender on Deck, and 
Race in the Hole (2003) and coeditor 
of James T. Farrell's Dreaming Base-
ball (2007) and All Stars and Movie Stars (2008). In 2007, he 
was awarded a fellowship by the Woody Guthrie Founda
tion and is currently working on a book dealing with the 
folksinger's politics. His teaching has earned recognition 
from the Organization of American Historians, Society for 
History Education, and American Historical Association. 

• Amity Is the Key to Success: Baseball and the Cold War 
• Woodrow Wilson Guthrie and Indigeneous Radicalism 
• American History as Viewed Through the Lens of Hol

lywood 
• The Limits of Dissent Baseball and the Vietnam Experi

ence 
• Film and History: Incorporating Film into the History 

Oassroom 

Leslie Brown 
WiUiams College 

An assistant professor of history 
at Williams College, Leslie Brown 
has served as a college administra
tor at Skidmore College and as 
co-coordinator of Behind the Veil: 
Documenting African American 
Life in the Jim Crow South, a 
collaborative research and cur-
riculum project of the Center for Documentary Studies at 
Duke University. She is author of Upbuilding Black Dur
ham: Gender, Class, and Black Community Development in the 
Urban South (2008), winner of the OAH Frederick Jackson 
Turner Award. She currently is working on a collabora
tive ·writing project about the black life in the segregated 
South, a monograph on African American women and 
migration, a coedited collection of interviews from the 
Behind the Veil project, and a compilation of writing and 
speeches by Shirley Chisholm. 

• uThe Sisters and Mothers are Called to the Oty": Afri
can American Women and an Even Greater Migration 

• Plenty of Opposition Which is Growing Daily: Begin-
ning the Long Civil Rights Movement 

• African American Life in the Jim Crow South 
• Making the Capital of the Black Middle Class 
• Emancipation and the Meaning of Freedom 
• Comparing the First and Second Reconstructions 

''I found the OAH Distinguished 

Lectureship Program very helpful. I 

knew the topic I wanted to address 

and through OAH I was able to find the 

perfect speaker for the job." 

-Samantha Nelson, The Bostonian 

Society, Boston Historical Society 

Peter S. Carmichael 
West Virginia University 

Peter S. Carmichael is Eberly 
Professor of Ovil War Studies at 
West Virginia University and has 
published a number of books, most 
recently a study of southern college 
students during the Ovil War era 
entitled, The Last Generation: Young 
Virginians in Peace, War, and Reunion 
(2005). He is currently researching the experience and 
wartime representation of Confederate slaves, and how 
the popular idea of loyal African American defending 
the South animates current cultural wars over "southern 
heritage." 

• Intellectual life of the Old-South 
• The Coming of the Ovil War 
• Common Ovil War Soldiers 
• Slavery in the Confederacy 
• Ovil War Generalship 
• Public History 

Scott E. Casper 
University of Nevada, Reno 

Scott E. Casper is professor of his
tory at the University of Nevada, 
Reno, and teaches nineteenth
century US. history, the history of 
the book, and American cultural 
history. In Sarah Johnson's Mount 
Vernon: The Forgotten History of an 
American Shrine (2008), he retells the 
origins of American historic preservation through the story 
of the African American community that lived and worked 
at George Washington's home in the century after his death. 
Casper's first book. Constructing American Lives (1999), 
explores the relationships between biography and culture 
in nineteenth-century America from the perspectives of 
authors, publishers, and readers. He has received several 
teaching awards, including the CASE/Carnegie Foundation 
Nevada Professor of the Year (2008), and has worked exten
sivelywithK-12 teachers across the United States. 

• Sarah Johnson's Mount Vernon: Reconstructing the 
Forgotten Nineteenth-Century History of an Eigh
teenth-Century Place 

• The Selling of the President, Nineteenth-Century Style 
• Books, Publishing, and Reading in Nineteenth-Century 

America 
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Andrew Cayton 
Miami University 

Andrew Cayton, Distinguished 
Professor of History at Miami 
University, teaches courses in 
the history of North America in 
the eighteenth and early nine
teenth centuries. He has written 
extensively about the struggle for 
control of the region west of the 
Appalachian Mountains and the emergence of political 
and cultural borders within the United States. His interest 
in empires and borderlands as well as questions of power 
and consent led to his collaboration with Fred Ander-
son in The Dominion of War: Empire and Liberti; in North 
America, 1500-2000 (2005) and to his current work, also 
with Fred Anderson, Imperial America, 1672-1764. 

• Local History as World History: The Origins of the 
American Midwest 

• The Significance of North America in the Early Ameri
can Republic 

• Global Tourism, State Power, and the Significance of 
the American Civil War 

• War and Empire in Trans-Appalachian North America, 
1754-1815 

• Acts of Imagination: Literature and Revolution in. the 
Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World 

Robert W. Cherny 
San Francisco State University 

Robert W. Cherny is professor 
of history at San Francisco State 
University. His research and teach
ing interests are in U.S. history 
1865-1940, politics, labor, and the 
West, especially California and 
San Francisco. His published work 
includes American Politics in the 

Gilded Age, 1868-1900 (1997); San Francisco, 1865-1932 
(1981), with William Issei; A Righteous Cause: The Life of 
William Jennings Bryan (1985); and coauthored textbooks 
on U.S. and California history. He has been an NEH Fel
low, Distinguished Fulbright Lecturer at Moscow State 
University, and Senior Fulbright Lecturer at Heidelberg 
University, and has lectured for Teaching American His
tory programs around the country. 

• The Evolution of the Presidency, from the Gilded Age 
through World War II 

• The Transformation of American Politics, 1890-1917 
• A New Majority? Stability and Change in American 

Political History and the Prospects for Realignment 
Today 

• The Dysfunctional State of California Government 
• History of San Francisco (various topics) 

For complete information on all 
participating OAH Distinguished 
Lecturers, visit: 
www .oah.org/lectures 

http://www. oah. org/lectures 

Todd Estes 
Oakland University 

Todd Estes is associate professor 
of history at Oakland University. 
His research concentrates on early 
U.S. political history and political 
culture. Estes is author of The Jay 
Treaty Debate, Public Opinion, and the 
Evolution of Early American Politi-
cal Culture (2006). He is currently 
researching a book on the ratification debate, tentatively 
entitled The Campaign for the Constitution: Political Culture 
and the Ratification Contest. He has won a couple teaching 
prizes, including the Oakland University Teaching Excel
lence Award (2001). 

• "Huggermuggered and Suppressed": Hardball Politics 
and the Ratification of the Constitution 

• The Jay Treaty Debate and the Evolving Culture of 
Politics in the Early Republic 

• James Madison's Reluctant Paternity of the Constitu
tion 

Edith B. Gelles 
Stanford University 

Edith B. Gelles is a senior scholar 
with the Institute for Research on 
Women and Gender at Stanford 
University. For thirty years, her 
research has focused on women 
in colonial America and especially 
on Abigail Adams and her family. 
She has written two biographies 
of Abigail and most recently completed Abigail and John: 
Portrait of a Marriage (2009), a double biography with the 
Adamses' life at its center. Her one extended foray outside · 
of this Massachusetts fold has been to colonial New York 
City for the life of a Jewish matron, Abigaill Levy Franks. 
Franks's letters to her son, which date from 1733 to 1748 
and have been edited by Gelles, are the earliest surviving 
corpus by a woman in the colonial western world. Gelles 
has taught American women's history at the undergradu
ate and graduate levels as well as the survey of world 
history. 

• Abigail and John Adams: Portrait of a Marriage 
• "Splendid Misery": The Presidency of John Adams and 

First Lady Abigail Adams 
• The Adamses Retire 
• A Vexed Friendship: Jefferson and the Adamses 
• The Jewish Experience in Colonial America 

Lesley .J. Gordon 
University of Akron 

Lesley J. Gordon is professor of 
history at the University of Akron 
where she teaches courses in the 
Civil War and Reconstruction, U.S. 
military history, and the Early Re
public. Gordon is author of General 
George E. Pickett in Life and Legend 
(1998); coeditor of Intimate Strate

gies of the Civil War: Military Commanders and their Wives 
(2001) and Inside the Confederate Nation: Essays in Honor 
of Emory M. Thomas (2005); and coauthor of This Terrible 
War: The Civil War and its Aftermath (2003). She is currently 

completing a study of the Civil War's lasting effects on a 
northern regiment. 

• George E. Pickett in Life and Legend 
• So Much Suffering: The 16th Connecticut in War and 

Captivity 
• Intimate Strategies: Civil War Military Commanders 

and Their Wives 
• Cowardice and the American Civil War 

.James Green 
University of Massachusetts Boston 

James Green is professor of history 
at the University of Massachusetts 
Boston where he directs the gradu
ate program in public history. He 
is author of Taking History to Heart: 
The Power of the Past in Building 
Social Movements (2000) and Death 
in the Haymarket: A Story of Chicago, 
the First Labor Movement, and the Bombing that Divided 
Gilded Age America (2006). He has served as president of 
the Labor and Working Class History Association, as a 
lecturer in the Harvard Trade Union Program, and as re
search director for the PBS series "The Great Depression." 
He is currently writing a book about the West Virginia 
coal mine wars. 

• The Haymarket Tragedy: A Drama Without End 
• Marking Workers' Lives on the National Landscape: 

Labor History Meets Public History 
• The West Virginia Mine Wars and the Meaning of Free

dom in Industrial America 
• How Social Protest Movements Have Shaped the Writ

ing of U.S. History 
• Why Teach Labor History When Labor Unions are Flat 

on their Backs? 

Kali Nicole Gross 
Drexel University 

Kali Nicole Gross is associate 
professor of history and direc-
tor of Africana studies at Drexel 
University. Her research focuses on 
crime, race, gender, and sexuality in 
the United States. She is author of 
Colored Amazons: Crime, Violence, and 
Black Women in the City of Brotherly 
Love, 1880-1910 (2006), and is currently writing a book on 
the murder of a young mulatto named Wakefield Gaines, 
a crime that rocked Philadelphia in 1887. 

• Black Female Criminals in Philadelphia, 1880-1910 
• The Murder and Dismemberment of Wakefield Gaines 
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"Thank you so much for putting us 

in touch with such a knowledgeable, 

charismatic, and outstanding speaker." 

-Betsy Homewood, 

Rockford (IL) Public Schools District #205 

Leslie Harris 
Emory University 

Leslie Harris is associate professor 
of history and African American 
studies at Emory University. She is 
author of In the Shadow of Slavery: 
African Americans in New York Cihj, 
1626-1863 (2003) and coeditor, with 
Ira Berlin, of Slaven; in New York 
(2005). She is currently at work on 

a family history of New Orleans between 1965 (Hurricane 
Betsy) and 2005 (Hurricane Katrina). She is also cofounder 
and director of the Transforming Community Project of 
Emory University, which seeks to engage all members of 
the university community in the active recovery of and 
reflection on the history of race at Emory and its meaning 
for the institution today. 

• African Americans, Class, and Community in Pre-Civil 
·war New York City 

• Slavery in New York City 
• On the Eve of Katrina: Life in Late-Twentieth-Century 

New Orleans 
• Transforming Community at Emory University: An 

Institution Confronts its Racial History 

Eric Hinderaker 
University of Utah 

Professor of History at the Univer
sity of Utah, Eric Hinderaker is an 
historian of early North America 
with a particular interest in early 
modem empires and comparative 
colonization. He explores the ways 
that European empires negotiated 
and legitimized their authority in 

colonial settings. One dimension of this process relates to 
Indians: how did empires secure Indian lands, incorpo
rate Indians as subordinate populations, and recruit them 
as allies, and how did Indians respond to those efforts? 
Another relates to colonists: how was authority expressed 
by the empire and contested by localities? From this 
perspective, events that seem quite different from each 
other-an Indian treaty, say, and the Boston Massacre
tum out to have similar underlying structures. 

• British-Native American Diplomacy in a Transatlantic 
Context 

• Boston's Massacre: Narrative, Memory, Meaning 
• The Two Hendricks: Unraveling a Mohawk Mystery 
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Margaret A. Hogan 
Massachusetts Historical Society 

Margaret A. Hogan is managing 
editor of the Adams Papers and 
lead editor for the Adams Fam~ 
ily Correspondence series, which 
publishes the letters of Abigail 
and John Adams, their children, 
and their extended family. With 
her colleague C. James Taylor, she 
recently edited My Dearest Friend: Letters of Abigail and John 
Adams (2007). She also continues her research on the work 
and lives of Catholic sisters in antebellum Kentucky. 

• My Dearest Friend: Abigail and John Adams in Letters 
• Sister Servants: Kentucky Nuns before the Civil War 

Daniel Walker Howe 
University of California, Los Ange
les, emeritus, and Oxford Univer
sity, emeritus 

Dan Howe grew up in Denver 
and now lives in Los Angeles. He 
learned to love history when he 
was about six years old; his father 
put him on his lap and told him 
about Hannibal crossing the Alps 

with elephants to fight the Romans. He has taught at Yale, 
UCLA, and Oxford. He won the Pulitzer Prize for What 
Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of America, 1815-
1848 (2007). He is also author of Making the American Self 
Jonathan Edwards to Abraham Lincoln (1997), and he intends 
his next book to be about the U.S.-Mexican War. 

• "What Hath God Wrought": The Communications 
Revolution and its Consequences, 1815-1848 (illus
trated) 

• The Improvement of America and the Improvement of 
Americans, 1815-1848 (illustrated) 

• "Honest Abe": Abraham Lincoln and the Moral Char
acter 

• Abraham Lincoln as a Self-Made Man 
• Manifest Destiny and the War with Mexico (illustrated) 

Caroline E • .Janney 
Purdue University 

Caroline E. Janney is assistant pro
fessor of history at Purdue Univer
sity where she teaches courses on 
the Civil War, Civil War memory, 
and women's history. Her first 
book, Burying the Dead but Not the 
Past: Ladies' Memorial Associations 
and the Lost Cause (2008), explores 

the role of white southern women as the creators and 
purveyors of Confederate tradition in the immediate post
Civil War South. Her second book will examine how the 
Civil War was remembered between 1865 and the 1930s. 
She is particularly interested in how race, gender, and 
combat experience shaped the ways in which Americans 
thought about the war and its legacy. 

• The Ladies' Memorial Associations: Confederate 
Women and the Lost Cause 

• War at the Shrine of Peace: Efforts for an Appomattox 
Peace Monument 

• LaSalle Corbell Pickett: The First Woman Who Welded 
Blue and Gray Together 

• They Have Never Received Recognition: Remembering 
Northern Women and the Civil War · 

• Behind the Lines: The Home Front Experience in Civil 
War Petersburg 

Robert F . .Jefferson .Jr. 
Xavier University 

Robert F. Jefferson Jr. is associate 
professor of African American 
studies and twentieth-century U.S. 
history at Xavier University in 
Ohio. He is author of Fighting for 
Hope: African American Troops of the 
93rd Infantry Division in World War 
II and Postwar America (2008) and 
is currently working on a new book entitled, Searching for 
Shadrach's Sons and Daughters: African American Ex-Gis and 
Disability in Modern American Wars. 

• Black World War II Gls and the Civil Rights Movement 
• Black Ex-Gis, Oral History, and Public Memory 
• War, Race, and Disability in Modem American Wars 
• African American Gis and World War II in Film 
• African American Children, World War II, and Oral 

History 

.Jane Kamensky 
Brandeis University 

Jane Kamensky is professor of 
American history and chair of the 
history department at Brandeis 
University, where she has won two 
awards for excellence in teaching. 
Her major publications include The 
Exchange Artist: A Tale of High-Fly-
ing Speculation and America's First 

Banking Collapse (2008), a finalist for the George Washing
ton Prize; and Governing the Tongue: The Politics of Speech in 
Early New England (1997). She is also author of the novel 
Blindspot (2008), jointly written with Jill Lepore. She is 
currently at work on a book about the life and work of the 
painter Gilbert Stuart. 

• Boom and Bust: Rising and Falling in Early America 
• Gilbert Stuart: The American Artist as Atlantic Artisan 
• Gilbert Stuart and George Washington: Faces of the 

New Nation 

For complete information on all 
participating OAH Distinguished 
Ledurers, visit: 
www .oah.org/ledures 

http :/lwww. oah. org/lectures 



OAH Distinguished Lecturer 
Linda K. Kerber 
spoke at Converse College in Spartanburg, SC, 

in September. Her lecture topic was "Diamonds 

Really are a Girl's Best Friend: Putting the 

Constitution Into Practice." Here, she meets with 

Melissa Walker's ~.S. women's history class. 

Walter D~ 
Kamphoefner 
Texas AI(M University 

Walter D. Kamphoefner has taught 
at Texas A&M University since 
1988 and has published widely on 
immigration and ethnicity, with 
articles in four languages and 
three authored or coedited books 

. . in German and English. Since his 
p10neermg transatlantic study, The Westfalians: From Ger
'!'an~ to Missouri (1987), he has worked extensively with 
murugrant letters, and on bilingual education and the 
immigrant language transition. While his research focuses 
mainly on Germans, he regularly teaches a multiethnic 
course on immigration past and present. 

• What's New about the Newest Immigration? Two Cen
turies of Historical Perspective 

• Elvis and Other Germans: Some Observations and 
Modest Proposals on the Writing of Ethnic History 

• German Texans: Model Minority or Reluctant Ameri
canizers? 

• What German Americans Fought For: Evidence from 
their Civil War Letters 

Mary Kelley 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

Past president of the American 
Studies Association and the 
Society of Historians of the Early 
Republic, Mary Kelley is the Ruth 
Bordin Collegiate Professor of His
tory at the University of Michi
gan, Ann Arbor. She has received 
numerous fellowships and awards, 
including the New Hampshire Teacher of the Year Award 
from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 
of Teaching. The author, coauthor, and editor of seven 
books, she published most recently Learning to Stand 
and Speak: Women, Education, and Public Life in America's 
Republic (2006). 

• Intersections: Women's History and Cultural History 
• Reading Culture/Reading Books: Print and Public Life 

in Nineteenth-Century America 
• Women's and Gender History: Sources and Strategies 

l)ttp:/lwww.oah.orgnectures 

Matthew Klingle 
Bowdoin College 

Matthew Klingle is associate pro
fessor of history and environmen
tal studies at Bowdoin College. He 
specializes in urban, environmen
tal, and western North American 
history. He is author of Emerald 
City: An Environmental History of 
Seattle (2007), winner of the OAH 
Ray Allen Billington Prize. A former high school history 
teacher, he has received Bowdoin's Sydney B. Karofsky 
Prize for teaching excellence. He was also a fellow and for
mer trustee of the Environmental Leadership Program. His 
current research focuses on the coevolution of conservation 
and environmentalism with mass consumer culture. He is 
particularly interested in connecting scholarly research to 
contemporary environmental concerns as well as primary 
and secondary history education. · 

• Metronatural: The Nature of Inequality in the North 
American City 

• Natural Desires: Toward an Environmental History of 
American Consumerism 

• Greening Clio: The Role of History in Environmental 
Studies 

• The Nature of History: Teaching Environmental His
tory in Primary and Secondary Schools 

Stuart Leibiger 
La Salle University 

Stuart Leibiger is associate profes
sor of history and department chair 
at La Salle University. He special
izes in Revolutionary and early 
national America. He is author of 
George Washington, James Madison, 
and the Creation of the American 
Republic (1999). He has written 
numerous articles on the Founders and has appeared in 
several television documentaries. Since 2003, he has been 
Scholar-in-Residence for the NEH Landmarks of Ameri
can History Program at George Washington's Mount 
Vernon. 

• George Washington, James Madison, and the Creation 
of the American Republic 

• George Washington and the Constitution 
• James Madison: Republican Revolutonary 
• Miracle at Philadelphia: The 1787 Constitutional Con

vention 

Elizabeth D. Leonard 
Colby College 

Elizabeth D. Leonard is John J. and 
Cornelia V. Gibson Professor of 
History and director of the wom
en's, gender, and sexuality studies 

" program at Colby College. She is 
author of Yankee Women: Gender 
Battles in the Civil War (1994); All 
the Daring of the Soldier: Women of 
the Civil War Armies (1999); and Lincoln's Avengers: Justice, 
Revenge, and Reunion after the Civil War (2004). She is cur
rently working on two book projects: a biography of the 
Civil War-era judge advocate general, Joseph Holt, and a 
study of black soldiers in the U.S. Army between the end 
of the Civil War and 1895. 

• Women in the Civil War 
• The Lincoln Assassination 
• Civil War-era Judge Advocate General Joseph Holt of 

Kentucky · 
• Black Soldiers in the U.S. Army, 1865-1895 

Jill Lepore 
Harvard University 

Jill Lepore is the David Woods 
Kemper '41 Professor of American 
History and chair of the History 
and Literature Program at Harvard 
University. She is author of Blind
spot (2008) (a novel written jointly 
with Jane Kamensky) and New York 
Burning: Liberty, Slavery and Con
spiraClJ in Eighteenth-Centun; Man-
hattan _(200~); an elected member of the Society of Ameri
can H1stonan~; cofounder of the magazine, Common-place; 
and a staff wnter at The New Yorker. In 2006, she received 
the Kidger Award for service to the historical profession 
from the New England History Teachers' Association. Her 
research has focused on language, cruelty, race, and the 
writing of history. She is currently working on a biogra
phy of Benjamin Franklin and his sister, Jane Mecom. 

• Speculation and Historical Writing 
• Benjamin Franklin and His Ill-Starred Sister 

Chandra Manning 
Georgetown University 

Chandra Manning teaches nine
teenth-century U.S. history at 
Georgetown University. Her first 
book, What This Cruel War Was 
Over: Soldiers, Slavery and the Civil · 
War (2007), won the OAH Avery 0. 
Craven Award, the Jefferson Davis 
Prize, and the Virginia Literary 
Award in Nonfiction. She is work-
ing on a book about contraband croups and the movement 

(:... 

of former slaves during the Civil War. ~ 

• Civil War Soldiers and Slavery 
• Lincoln and Union Soldiers 
• Contraband Camps: Slaves, Union Soldiers, and the 

Uncertain Beginnings of Freedom · 
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Kim E. Nielsen 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 

Kim E. Nielsen is professor of his
tory and women's studies at the 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
She has published multiple books 
and articles, advised several film 
documentaries, and won numer
ous academic and teaching awards, 
including a National Endowment 
for the Humanities Research Stipend and a Fulbright 
Scholar Award to the Uruversity of Iceland. Her newest 

"" book is Beyond the Miracle Worker: The Remarkable Life of 
Anne Sullivan Maet; and Her Extraordinan; Friendship with 
Helen Keller (2009). 

• "We Please God Better with Useful Deeds": Helen 
Keller's Social Activism 

• HistoricalTIUnking and Disability History 
• Beyond the Miracle Worker: Anne Sullivan Macy 

Gary Y. Okihiro 
Columbia University 

Gary Y. Okihiro is professor of 
international and public affairs and 
director of the Center for the Study 
of Race and Ethnicity at Colum
bia University. He is author, most 
recently, of The Columbia Guide to 
Asian American History (2001) and 
Island World: A Histon; of Hawai'i 

and the United States (2008). He is past president of the As
sociation for Asian American Studies and recipient of the 
lifetime achievement award from the American Studies 
Association. 

• Asian American History 
• Asians and Africans in America 

T. Michael Parrish 
Baylor University 

T. Michael Parrish is Linden G. 
Bowers Professor of American 
History at Baylor University where 
he enjoys teaching an undergradu
ate course on Texas history every 
semester, as well as graduate 
seminars on the Civil War and 

-· Reconstruction, public history, and 
religion and war in U.S. history. Early in his career, he 
worked in the rare book and publishing business, and as 
a research archivist at the Lyndon B. Johnson Library and 
Museum. He is author of Brothers in Gray: The Civil War 
Letters of the Pierson Family (1997) and the forthcoming P 
G. T. Beauregard: The Civil War and Southern Power, among 
other books, and also serves as editor or coeditor for three 
Civil War book series. 

• Texas and Texans in the Civil War 
- • Limited War, Limited Peace: The Civil War and Recon

struction 
• Religion and War in U.S. History 
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Christopher W. 
Phillips 
University of Cincinnati 

Christopher W. Phillips is profes
sor of history at the University of 
Cincinnati. His research interests 
generally are in the era of the Civil 
War and Reconstruction, more spe
cifically, the American South, with 
particular interest in the border 
states. His books have focused upon slavery and freedom, 
emancipation, war, race, politics, and memory during and 
after the Civil War era. His current book project is tenta
tively entitled The Rivers Run Backward: The Civil War on 
the Middle Border and the Making of American Regionalism. 
Since 1999, he has also served as coeditor of Ohio Valley 
History, a peer-reviewed quarterly publication of regional 
history. 

• "Not To Divide the North": Nationalism and Dissent in 
the Western Free States during the Civil War 

• From Border States to Border South: Slavery, Civil War, 
and the Politics of Identity in the Border Slave States 

• No Velvet Glove: Lincoln and the Border Slave States 
During the Civil War 

• The Ten Year War: Slavery and the Coming of the Civil 
War in the Middle Western States 

• The Roots of Quasi-Freedom: Slavery, Manumission, 
and African American Community in Early National 
Maryland 

Clement Alexander 
Price 
Rutgers University 

Clement Alexander Price is Board 
of Governors Distinguished 
Service Professor of History and 
director of the Institute on Ethnic
ity, Culture, and the Modem 
Experience at Rutgers University. 
He is author of Freedom Not Far 
Distant: A Documentary Histon; of Afro-Americans in New 
Jerser; (1980) and numerous other scholarly works, and 
has received many awards for academic and community 
service, including New Jersey Professor of the Year from 
the Council for Advancement and Support of Education 
in 1999. He is a member of the scholarly advisory commit
tee to the National Museum of African American History 
and Culture at the Smithsonian Institution, and served as 
agency lead for the National Endowment for the Humani
ties on President Obama's transition team. 

• The Modem Civil Rights Movement Reconsidered 
• Race, Memory, and the Civic Sphere in American Life 
• Newark, New Jersey and the Contested Memory of 

American Urban Life 
• Public History as Civic Duty 
• The History of Black History 

Paul C. Rosier 
Villanova University 

Paul C. Rosier is associate profes
sor of history at Villanova Univer
sity. He is author of Rebirth of the 
Blackfeet Nation, 1912-1954 (2001), 
Native American Issues (2003), and 
the forthcoming Homelands and 
Empires: Cold Wars and Indian Coun
try in Twentieth-Century America, 
as well as coeditor of Echoes from the Poisoned Well: Global 
Memories of Environmental Injustice (2006). His current re
search examines Native American environmental activism 
after World War II. 

• Native American Politics during the Cold War 
• Native American Environmentalism in Post-World War 

II America 
• Contemporary Native American Issues 
• The Treaty in American Indian History 
• Native American Patriotism in Twentieth-Century 

America 

E. Anthony Rotundo 
Phillips Academy Andover 

E. Anthony Rotundo is Alfred E. 
Steams Instructor in History and 
Social Sciences at Phillips Acad
emy Andover. His book, American 
Manhood: Transitions in Masculinity 
from the Revolution to the Modern 
Era (1993), and related articles 
helped to create and define mas-
culinity as a field of historical study. His research and 
writing in recent years have focused on manhood and 
masculinity in the late twentieth century, especially in 
relation to electoral politics and popular culture. 

• The Politics of Toughness: Conservatism, Masculinity, 
and American Culture in the Late Twentieth Century 

• Dreams and Realities: Manhood and Masculinity in 
Postwar America, 1945-1970 

Aaron Sheehan-Dean 
University of North Florida 

Aaron Sheehan-Dean is associate 
professor of history at the Uni
versity of North Florida, where 
he teaches courses on nineteenth
century U.S. and southern history. 
He is author of Why Confederates 
Fought: Family and Nation in Civil 
War Virginia (2007) and the Concise 

Historical Atlas of the U.S. Civil War (2008), and editor of 
The View from the Ground: Experiences of Civil War Soldiers 
(2007) and Struggle for a Vast Future: The American Civil 
War (2006). His current project explores the legacy of the 
Civil War in terms of the debates over definitions of lib
erty, struggles to shape American economic and industrial 
policy, and the development of the American West. 

• Confederate Nationalism and the End of the Civil War 
• A Rich Man's Fight and a Poor Man's War?: Rethinking 

the Social Experience of the Civil War 
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• After the Battle: The Consequences of the 
U.S. Civil War 

• Using Maps to Teach the Civil War 

Martin .J. Sherwin 
George Mason University 

Martin J. Sherwin is University 
Professor of History at George 
Mason University. His American 
Prometheus: The Triumph and Tragedy 
of]. Robert Oppenheimer (2005), writ
ten with Kai Bird, won the Pulitzer 
Prize and the National Book Critics -
Grde Award. Also author of the 
classic A World Destroyed: The Atomic Bomb and the Grand 
Alliance (1976), he is rurrently writing a book entitled 
Gambling With Armageddon: The Military, the Hawks and the 
Long Straight Road to the Cuban Missile Crisis, 1945-1962. 
Sherwin has been twice recognized as "Professor of the 
Year, Silver Medal" by the Council for the Advancement 
and Support of Education. appointed Honorable UNFS
CO Professor of Humanities at Mendeleyev University 
in Moscow, and inducted into the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences. He has served as adviser on many 
documentary films, including the PBS American Experi
ence documentary, "The Trials of J. Robert Oppenheimer." 

• Oppenheimer's Shadow: His Nuclear World and Ours 

Linda L. Sturtz 
Beloit CoUege 

Unda L. Sturtz is Corlis Professor 
and chair of the history depart
ment at Beloit College where she 
teaches early American history and 
women's history. She is rurrently 
researching women and gender in 
preemancipation Jamaica Her first 
book, "Within Her PcrcDer": Proper-
tied Women in Colonial Virginia (2002), discusses women's 
economic activities in both local and transatlantic settings 
while considering the legal actions propertied women 
took to protect the interests of themselves and their fami
lies. 

• "None so Fine as the Gamet Ladies": African-Jamaican 
Women's Festive Culture in the Eighteenth and Early 
Nineteenth Centuries 

• The Life and Letters of Mary Rose. an Eighteenth-Cen
tury "White" African Jamaican? 

• "The Ghost Family": Women, Law, and Family Prop
erty in Colonial Vrrginia 

• "Cash I Make Use of; Goth I Have Wove": Weaving 
Colonial Virginia Women's Economic History 
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uThe OAH Distinguished Lectureship 

Program was very effiden~ and helpful 

to our needs. The website let us easily 

view possible speakers, and the 

coordinator was very 

responsive to our questions.• 

- Usa Petrovich, Phi Alpha Theta, 

Illinois Wesleyan University 

Barbara L nschler 
Horace Mann SChool 

Barbara L. Tischler is director of 
curriculum and professional devel
opment at the Horace Mann School 
in New York City. She is author of 
numerous articles on American cul
ture,. the 1960s, and aspects of the 
anti-Vietnam War movement. along 
with An American Music (1986) and 
Sights on the Sixties (1992). She teaches U.S. history and 
government at Horace Mann School, as well as courses on 
the U.S. Constitution and U.S. history at Teachers College. 
Columbia University. 

• Beat Prose and the Joumey Home: Jack Kerouac's 
Struggle with the Road 

• "Born on the Fourth of July": Musical Celebrations of 
America's Independence 

• Women in the Antiwar Movement of the 1960s 
• "Singing Well and Shooting Straight": Music in 

America's Twentieth-Century Wars 
• The Gl. Antiwar Movement in Vietnam 
• Music in the Gvil Rights Movement 

Lara Vapnek 
St. johns University 

Lara Vapnek specializes in the 
history of gender and labor in 
the late nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century United States. 
Her forthcoming book. Breadwin
ners: Working Women and Eamomic 
Independence, 1865-1920 (2009), 
examines wa~ women's 
efforts to assert new, independent identities as wm:kers 
and as citizens. Vapnek is anrently investigating edu
cated women's use of science to claim social authority and 
promote full human development. She teaches history at 
St. Jolm's University, in Queens, New York.. 

• nGty Slave Girls": Gender and the Labor Question in 
the Gilded Age United States 

• Solving the Servant Problem: Domestic Service and 
Labor Reform during the Progressive Eca 

• Workers, Refonners, and the Contested Meanings of 
Protection for Wage-Earning Women 

• Mary Putnam Jacobi and Professional Women's Quest 
for Indepel)dence 

Rhonda Y. Williams 
Case Western Reserve University 

Rhonda Y. Williams is associate 
professor of history at Case West
em Reserve University and ~ 
gram faco1ty for the etlmic studies 

._and women and gender studies 
programs there.. She teadles 
romses on African American and 
women's history, social policy, and 
social movements. Her resean:b,. whKb focuses on rare,. 
gender, and tnban politics, pays partit:u1ar attention to 
poor people's experieoa5 and stmggJes after the 1930s 
in the United States- She is author of The Polilics of Public 
Housin~ BUd Women's Struggks agllinst l.bfNn Inequality 
(2004), wbidl wun an award from the Association of Black 
Women Historians.. She is currently working on a book on 
the history and culture of illegal narrotics in cities folloW
ing World War ll tentatively mtitled The I»pr WaJ'S._ 

• Obscured lives: Poor Black Women and Stmggles for 
Justice 

• Rethinking Urban History from the Margins 
• Black Women and Engendering Blad Power 
• From the Politics of Public Housing to the Polim:s of 

Drugs 
• Keepers of Information: Oral HistDry, Petlormanre,. 

and Pedagogy 

Sam Wineburg 
Stimforrl UniPersity 

Trained as cognitive psychologist;. 
Sam Wmebarg directs the dodoral 
program in history education at 
Stanford's School of Education. His 
Historiad Thinling and Other Un
natural Ads: Clfll1ting the Future of 
Torlring the PllSt (2001) won the As
sociation of American Colleges and 
Universities' Fnrleric W. Ness Book Award fur the wurk 
that "best illuminates the goals and pr.lCiices of a wntenr
porary liberal education."' He has also :ra:eived,. wifh his 
rollaborators, the James Harvey Robinsvn Prize and the 
William Gilbert Awani from the American Histm:i£al As-
sociatioD-.I'I:Mx to moving to SlanfonL be spent ttmteen 
years at the Uni:n:ISity of Washington,. where he was pro
fessoc of cognitNe studies in edtK:ation,. adjunct professor 
of history, and reripient of the ~s Distinguished 
Teadling Awanf_ 

• Historical Thinking and Other UimafmaiAds 
• The 1lm:e Meanings ofHislmy 
• Making Thinking VISible in the Hisfmy Cla5sroom 
• Fom:st Gump and Other Keys fo Stodems" Histm:ical 

Unde!Sfaoding 

For coniPie1te IIIIIOrllllaltion 

participating OAH Distinal1ishl!d 
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The O rganization of American Historians 
thanks the following OAH Distinguished 
Leaurer:s who have spoken or will speak 
during the 2008-2009 fiscal year as well as 
their host institutions.. 

A:stuisk im:licate fitkrally fo:n.deJ Teaching American 
Histmy programs. 

Catherine ALo 
MIAMI UNIVER.m ~:r aum.ToN 

Gar AJpaowitz 
NICHOLS COLLEGE 

Fn:dAnclcnon 
Pf.NNSYLV.U..UAU.IANCE FOR 
GEOGRAPHIC EDUCATION ;a;nd 
L:\UREL ART'S 

Richard AGUila 
WOODSTOCK <h.l PUBLIC SCHOOLS* 

Eric Arnesen 
CMlJlSWS COLLEGE and ROCKFORD 
(ill.) lPUili\UC .SCHOOLS IOISTRJICT 205"' 

~LAyers 
!LAKE COUNTY (H.) SCHOOLS* 

Robert &in 
IPiiNU.LAS OOUN!fY (IFL) .SCHOOLS* 

Michael A. Bernstein 
LONG [SL~'<O li.JNIV1ERSHY, C.W. 
iPOSif CAMPUS• 

. Flizabeth K. Bo~ 
llJN[V!EJRSnY Of WllSC8NsiN -. 
GREIEN IB.A\Y 

Kerin Boyle 
MIF.TiROJ>O!I.IT.AN OOM...\UJNITY 

_, OOUIEGIE (NEI) 

John H. Bracey Jr.. 
M IERCWHilJIRSif OOUE-GIE 

Fnzhngb Brundage 
IBAJUUN 'OOLII..EGIE 

Onille Vernon Burton 
~;t iFSifiERN llU.INQaS II.JN1VIERSITV 

Jon Butler 
ROCKFORD ([L) NJBUC SCHOOL'S 
[])1STIRJCT 205" 

Lendol Calder 
NATRONA 001JNT\Y (WY) SCHOOL 
TillSTIRJCT 'Ill* 

Bal1aJd Campbdl 
Na CIH o:I . .'S OOl.lLIEG'E 

Richard Carwardine 
ROBERT R. MCCORMICK MUSEUM 
.U C.Al'.'TIGNY ~ Ma.EAN COlJN TY 
(10 MUSEUM OF HISTORY 

Bruce Chadwick 
!MIAMI {JNIVER.SITY AT HAMII.TON 

Bettye Collier-Thomas 
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 

Edwud Countryman 
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF MANATEE . 
COUl'<T¥ (FL)• 

Kathleen Dalton 
THE GILDER LEHRMAN INSTITUTE. 
OF AMERICAN HISTORY 

Ro2er Daniel 
KENTuCKY AS O~UnON OF 
TF.ACHE!RS OF HISTORY 

Brian DeLay 
MCKi!Nl.EYVIll.E (CA) 
H'!GHSCHOOL* 

Sarah Deutsch 
THE OOSTONL\N SOCIETY 

Wdliam. Devetdl 
IDAHO COUNCIL FOR HISTORY 
IEOUCATJON 

Tom Dublin 
OELA.W.ARE.-GG:Ni\NGO-MADISON
OT'SEGO (NY) BOCE.S n>d 
KENT TATE UNIVERSITY-SALEM 

Mary L. Dudziak 
IE[j)UC.AT[())NM. S'ERv"lCE OlSTIUCT 
112 (W.\)• 

Lynn Dumenil 
O.E.Nl'SON UNIVERSITY .a:nd UCK
W ii'LMERDJNG HIGH SCHOOL (CA.l 

C. Wyatt &ans 
IIJ NIVER'STTY OF SOUTH CAROUNA 

Paul Finkelman 
LONE STAR COLLEGE-KINGWOOD 

Joanne B. Freeman 
OOSTON REGIONAL UBRARY 
SYSTEM 
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Donna Gabaccia 
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS 
I.JNIVERSITY 

Kenneth W. Go~ 
lJNI.VERSITY OF MlSSOtJIU
KANSAS CITY 

Elliott J. Gorn 
FITCHBURG STATE COLLEGE• 

James N. Gretrory 
CALIFORNIA COU~CIL FOR 
H ISTORY EDUCATION 

Lisbeth Haas 
lJNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
PAN AMERICAN 

StnenHahn 
ROCKFORD (IU PU BLIC SCHOOLS 
DISTRICT 205' ~nd UNIVERSITY 
OF MISSOUR I - K..\..,."lSAS CITY 

Susan M. Hartmann 
MISSOURI STATE Ul'<IVE.RSITY 

Anril Lee Hatfield 
sd-IOOL DISTRICT OF MANATEE 
COU~IY(FL)• 

Ronald Hoffman 
LUCES COUNTRY SERVICE 
COOPE.RATrVE (MN)" 

Kristin Hoganson 
ALBION COLLEGE 

WoodyHohon 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE 
DISTRICT ll2 (WA)• 

John W. Jeffries 
VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY* 

Harvey J. Kaye 
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF MANATEE 
COUNTY{FL)• 

David Kennedy 
EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICES/ 
THE COLLEGE BOARD 

Linda K. Kerber 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 

Cynthia A.. Kiemer 
VIRGINIA TECH 

Wilma King 
UNIVER liT OF MEMPHIS 

MichadJ. Klarman 
MlNNESOTA HlSTORICAL OGETY 

Jon Kukla 
CHOOL DISTRICT OF 

MANA TEE. COUNTY (fl.)• 

Allan J. Lichtman 
ROCKFORD (JL) PUBLIC SCH OOLS 
DISTRICT 205• 

Waldo E. Martin Jr. 
CA ISIUS COLLEGE 

Stephanie McCurry 
FROSTBURG STATE UNIVERSITY 

Scott Reynolds Nelson 
GLENVILLE STATE COLLEGE 

Roger L. Nichols 
U RBANA (l l) SCH O OL 
DISTRICT #116* 

Susan O'Donovan 
LOURDES COLLEGE 

David M. Oshinsk:y 
UNIVERSITY OF SC RANTON 

Theda Perdue 
FORT LEWIS COLLEGE 

Kimberley L. Phillips 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSI N 
GREEN BAY, NEWPORT NEW S 
(VA) PUBLIC SCHOOLS*, and 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI -
KANSAS CITY 

Matthew Pinsker 
WEST VIRGINIA HUMANITIES 
COUNCIL 

George C. Rabie 
ORA..~GE COUNTY (FL) REGIONAL 
HISTORY Cil'TER 

Jack N. Rakove 
CESA 6 REGIONAL OFFICE (WI)* 

Randy Roberts 
NICHOLS COLLEGE 

Nick Salvatore 
FITCHBURG STATE COLLEGE' 

Stephanie J. Shaw 
ILU 'OIS WESlEYA.,"l' UNIVERSrTY 

Bryant Simon 
NICHOLS COLlEGE 

Manisha Sinha 
ALLEGHENY COLLEGE 

Suzanne M. Sinke 
EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE/ 
THE COLLEGE BOA RD 

Merritt Roe Smith 
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY, C.W. 
POST CAMPUS* 

Christine Stansell 
IDAHO COUNCIL FO R HISTORY 
EDUCATION 

Michad B. Stoff 
UTAH VALLEY UNIVERSITY 

Cynthia Stout 
NAT RONA COUNTY (WY) 
SC HOOL DIST RICT #I* 

Thomas J. Sugrue 
D.ENISON UNIVERSITY 

JeremiSuri 
MIAMI UNIVERSIT Y AT 
HAMILT O N 

Robert Brent Toplin 
NICHOLS COLLEGE 

Laurel Thatcher Ulrich 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY 

Penny M. Von Eschen 
ITHACA COLLEGE 

Harry L. Watson 
BARTON COLLEGE 

Elliott West 
iDAHO COUNCIL FOR H ISTORY 
EDUCATION 

FrankJ. Williams 
N ICHOLS COLLEGE 

Michad Willrich 
CANlSIUS COLLEGE 

Allan M. Wmkler 
PENNSYLVA.,"liA HERITAGE 
SOCIETY* 

David M. Wrobel 
OKlAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Bertram Wyatt-Brown 
WEST VIRGINIA HUMAI'<ITIES 
COUNCIL 

For more information about the 
OAH D ISTINGUISHED LECTURESHIP PROGRAM, 

please visit www.oah.org/lectures. 

http://www.oah.org/lectures 


